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FOREWORD
Faced with the greatest public health crisis in more than a century (caused by the devastating
spread of COVID-19), in December 2020, Governor Gretchen Whitmer signed Executive Order
2020-193, creating the bipartisan Protect Michigan Commission (“the Commission”) within the
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS).
In January 2021, Governor Whitmer tasked the Commission members with providing public
leadership to:
• Elevate and reinforce the importance of getting an authorized COVID-19 vaccine.
• Identify barriers that may impede the acceptance of the COVID-19 vaccine.
• Identify areas or groups within this state that were likely to experience vaccine hesitancy.
• Develop an outreach action plan designed to overcome these barriers.
The Commission was charged with completing its work by December 31, 2021. Members of the
Commission represented the great diversity of our state and included many of Michigan’s best
and brightest leaders in their respective industries who willingly volunteered their time, talent
and expertise. Together, the Commission strived to ensure that every Michigan resident had
access to the most up-to-date information on the COVID-19 vaccine.
While the Commission served in an advisory capacity to Governor Whitmer and MDHHS, it was
responsible for coordinating and developing the state’s COVID-19 public awareness and
education campaign activities. This effort included statewide public relations, paid advertising
and grassroots outreach to Michiganders. (See Appendix A for Creative Assets, Appendix B for
Workgroups, Appendix C for Earned Media, Appendix D for Grassroots Efforts, Appendix E for
Influencer Media and Appendix F for PMC Meeting Materials.)
Strong resource stewardship, efficiency and continuous quality improvement drove our strategic
implementation during the past year. The Commission, which met every month started its work
by embracing several guiding principles that shaped strategic planning.
These principles included striving to ensure:
• Equitable access to vaccines for all Michiganders.
• Data-informed decision-making to promote equity and track progress.
• Inclusive vaccine planning and distribution.
• Transparent, accurate and frequent communications to build public trust.
The Commission also aligned its strategic plan with MDHHS’s objective of expanding
vaccination capacity as much as possible, prioritizing those most vulnerable to severe disease
and exposure and ensuring equity throughout the process.
The Commission worked closely with local health officers to support Michigan’s federally
qualified health centers (FQHCs), mobile clinics, local health departments, school-based health
centers and other community vaccinators to specifically target vulnerable populations. The
Commission also teamed with EMS, mobile strike teams and other partners to implement
strategies and publicize efforts to vaccinate homebound, disabled, migrant or transient
workforce and other marginalized communities. To achieve this objective, the Commission
utilized the federal Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) and emphasized messaging that
incorporated national Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS) standards.
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The Commission’s accomplishments over the past year helped save lives, promote healthy
communities and revitalize local economies that struggled during the pandemic; allowed
residents to resume day-to-day activities (such as reopening schools and colleges); and
successfully encouraged more than 5.7 million Michiganders ages 16 and older to get at least
their first dose of a COVID-19 vaccine.
Among the highlights of the Commission’s collaborations:
• Creating 22 individual workgroups that served as our “boots on the ground” – a broad,
diverse and extremely effective community voice that collectively made it possible for the
Commission’s messaging to reach communities and individuals. (See Appendix B for
workgroup members and accomplishments.) Much of the early workgroup time was
spent identifying barriers that existed and addressing misinformation in communities to
try to overcome obstacles to vaccinations.
• Creating a team of more than 100 rapid response digital ambassadors to post multiple
times each week on social media channels to provide accurate information by sharing
facts and vaccine information.
• Utilizing fact cards to combat the most egregious misinformation based on what
workgroup members were hearing from their peers. The Commission produced fact
cards in English, Spanish, Chinese and Arabic. Cards were shared with stakeholder
organizations to use in their own communication platforms, such as social media
channels, newsletters and print material. These fact cards answered such fundamental
questions as:
o “Why do some vaccines require two shots?”
o “Can I still get COVID-19 between my first and second shot?”
o “Do I have to pay for the vaccine?”
o “Can pregnant women get the vaccine?”
• Conducting media trainings to help workgroup members prepare for news media
interview requests. For example, members of the senior workgroup were prepped to talk
about how getting vaccinated means older adults could resume doing the things they
love. The chair of the youth workgroup discussed vaccine education efforts for
Michiganders between ages 16 to 30 by participating in virtual community forums hosted
by the Flint Public Health Youth Academy and the Flint Millennial Movement.
• Generating earned media coverage about the importance of Michiganders getting
vaccinated against COVID-19. The Commission helped produce a combined total of
more than 1,400 stories during 2021, resulting in more than $46 million in earned media.
• Generating hundreds of millions of media impressions monthly through the
Commission’s print, TV, radio and social media advertising placements that target
communication strategies to celebrate successes and elevate positive vaccination
experiences of trusted community members. The Commission is proud that much of the
paid media communications featured Michigan residents, including leaders in
healthcare, education and the faith community. The Commission is also grateful to all
Michiganders who graciously volunteered to share their powerful first-person stories
explaining why they got vaccinated, which inspired many to get the COVID-19 vaccine.
• Deploying canvassing teams in key areas of the state to knock on doors and help people
sign up for vaccines. More than 20 community and faith-based organizations throughout
the state traveled daily doing door-to-door, strip mall, local business and event
canvassing to educate Michiganders on the importance of getting the vaccine, masking
and practicing safe social distancing. The Commission successfully leveraged existing
nontraditional spaces, such as casinos, nail salons, barber shops and syringe service
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•

programs as venues to connect with residents. The teams assisted individuals with realtime vaccination appointments and provided transportation to those in need of
assistance. Equally important, our faith-based partners teamed with local health
departments across Michigan to make home visits to older adults and people with
disabilities to help them get vaccinated.
A specific focus of the Commission worth celebrating was its partnerships with the
Michigan Restaurant and Lodging Association (MRLA), Small Business Association of
Michigan (SBAM), Michigan Association of United Ways (MAUW), Michigan National
Guard, local public health departments and community organizations to encourage
Michiganders working in the hospitality industry to get the COVID-19 vaccine. The
Commission and its partners hosted free mass vaccination clinics and mobile clinics in
cities across the state with high foot traffic and a concentration of restaurants, bars and
hotels. The Commission worked with local healthcare leaders to secure clinic staff,
doses and clinic dates and times. Commissioners also made connections with location
stakeholders to plan clinic logistics, such as creating promotional materials, distributing
media advisories to drive advance media coverage of the events, delivering fliers in
English and Spanish to partners and placing advertisements on social media.

These achievements would not have been possible without the leadership and support provided
by the Commission’s co-chairs, advisory workgroup chairs, more than 50 nonpartisan
Commission members and four members of the Michigan legislature.
Words cannot sufficiently express the debt of gratitude Michigan owes to the Commission
members for their invaluable public service and counsel throughout the COVID-19 public
education campaign. (The full list of the Commission’s membership is on page 5.)
The Commission recognizes the opportunity for large-scale gains in vaccination rates decreases
as we close in on Michigan’s goal of meeting and surpassing a 70% statewide vaccination rate.
That means Michigan will have to work harder to get an increasingly larger number of people
immunized.
There is no grand gesture, no single action or promotion that will unlock the secret to
persuading the remaining eligible population to get vaccinated. It will be a series of actions
taken over time and will require perseverance and determination.
Consistency of effort and trying new approaches have and will continue to pay off.
The Protect Michigan Commission respectfully asks all Michiganders to get their vaccines to
keep them and their loved ones safe.
As we look ahead to moving from pandemic to endemic phases of COVID-19, we want to make
sure everyone is protected and that starts with being vaccinated.
Kerry Ebersole Singh
Director
Protect Michigan Commission
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PROTECT MICHIGAN COMMISSION
Co-Chairs:
• Lieutenant Governor Garlin Gilchrist II
• Dr. Joneigh Khaldun, M.D., Former Chief Medical Executive and DHHS Chief Deputy for
Health
• Miguel Cabrera, Detroit Tiger
• Former Lt. Gov. Brian N. Calley, Small Business Association of Michigan
• Eva A. Garza Dewaelsche, SER Metro-Detroit, Jobs for Progress, Inc.
• Tina Freese Decker, Spectrum Health
• Jamie Brown, Michigan Nurses Association
• Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, M.D., Michigan State University and Hurley Children's Hospital
Pediatric Public Health Initiative
Advisory Workgroup Chairs:
• Business Leaders workgroup: Dolf Van Amersfoort, Stellantis
• Seniors workgroup: Dr. Brenda Surae Eaton, M.D., AARP
• Youth (16-30) workgroup: Dondre Young, Community Foundation of Greater Flint
• Rural workgroup: Chuck Lippstreu, Michigan Agri-Business Association
• Latinx workgroup: Eva A. Garza Dewaelsche, SER Metro-Detroit, Jobs for Progress, Inc.
• Asian Pacific American workgroup: Dr. S. Bobby Mukkamala, M.D., Michigan State
Medical Society and American Medical Association Council on Science and Public Health
• African American workgroup: Rev. Charles E. Williams II, Historic King Solomon Baptist
Church
• Middle Eastern workgroup: Dr. Zafer I. Obeid, M.D., Arab American & Chaldean Council
• Local Government workgroup: Dr. Deirdre Waterman, M.D., City of Pontiac
• Disability workgroup: Tim Hileman, Special Olympics Michigan
• Faith workgroup: Lea A. Luger, Yad Ezra
• Labor and Workforce workgroup: Mike Shoudy, Michigan Education Association
• Health Leaders workgroup: Melissa A. Holmquist, Upper Peninsula Health Plan
• Education workgroup: Kristen McDonald Rivet, Michigan Future, Inc. and City of Bay City
• Tribal workgroup: Sadie Valliere, Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa
• Women and Children workgroup: Denise L. Smith, Hope Starts Here Detroit
Members:
• Aamina Ahmed, Rising Voices of Asian American Families and New American Leaders
• Dr. Colleen Allen, Ph.D., Autism Alliance of Michigan
• Suzanne Miller Allen, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
• Sandy Baruah, Detroit Regional Chamber
• Najah Bazzy, Zaman International
• Mark Behnke, City of Battle Creek
• Amber Bellazaire, Michigan League for Public Policy
• Evan Bonsall, City of Marquette
• Dr. Nirali Bora, M.D., Kent County Health Department
• April Bowen, Planned Parenthood of Michigan
• Hodari Brown, National Business League Detroit Chapter
• Laurel Burchfield, Michigan Coalition Against Homelessness
• Robyn Burlingham, FDA and Tribal Council Coordinator for the Nottawaseppi Huron Band
of the Potawatomi
• Anna Byberg, National Association of Social Workers
• Kyle Caldwell, Council of Michigan Foundations
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Chong-Anna Canfora, Michigan Community Action Association
Jim Carruthers, City of Traverse City
Carlo L. Castiglione, Plumbers Union Local 98
Guillermo Cisneros, West Michigan Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Steve Currie, Michigan Association of Counties
Derek J. Dobies, Michigan AFL-CIO and City of Jackson
Jeff Donofrio, Business Leaders for Michigan
John E. Duckworth, Baptist Council of Michigan
Dr. Brenda Surae Eaton, M.D., AARP
Karla Fales, CareWell Services Southwest, the Region 3B Area Agency on Aging in Barry
and Calhoun Counties
Jennifer Fiedler, Michigan Townships Association
Diane N. Fleser, Disability Network of Michigan
Steve Grigorian, Detroit Economic Club
Kate Guzman, Oakland County
Ken L. Haney, Jr., SEIU Healthcare Michigan
Dan Hurley, Michigan Association of State Universities
Farah Jalloul, Michigan Pharmacists Association
Dr. Tina Kerr, Ph.D., Michigan Association of Superintendents and Administrators
Erin Knott, Equality Michigan
Kelley J. Kuhn, Michigan Nonprofit Association
John P. LaMacchia, Michigan Municipal League
Mike Larson, Michigan Association of United Ways
Laura LeBlanc, Volunteers of America Michigan
Robert LeFevre, Michigan Independent Colleges & Universities
Chuck Lippstreu, Michigan Agri-Business Association
Dr. Matt M. Longjohn, M.D., Western Michigan University Stryker School of Medicine
Dr. Felipe Lopez Sustaita, Ed.D., Hispanic/Latino Commission of Michigan
Jimena Loveluck, Washtenaw County
Rabbi Mark Miller, Temple Beth El
Joseph P. Murray, City of Dearborn
Bill Nowling, Wayne County
Dr. Zafer I. Obeid, M.D., Arab American & Chaldean Council
Jacqueline Ouvry, State of Michigan State Appellate Defender Office
Dominick J. Pallone, Michigan Association of Health Plans
Soumit Pendharkar, Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians
Dr. Delicia J. Pruitt, M.D., Saginaw County Health Department
Rico Razo, City of Detroit
Dr. Lawrence A. Reynolds, M.D., City of Flint
Melissa K. Samuel, Health Care Association of Michigan
Erin Schor, Michigan Community College Association
Mike Shoudy, Michigan Education Association
Dr. Constance B. Simon, Ed.D., NAACP
Dorian Slaybod, Farmworker Legal Services
Cindy Spurlock, AFSCME
Richard K. Studley, Michigan Chamber of Commerce
Ruthanne K. Sudderth, Michigan Health & Hospital Association
Madiha Tariq, ACCESS
Jeremy Tripp, Michigan Public Employees SEIU Local 517M
Linda Vail, Ingham County Health Department
Sadie Valliere, Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa
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John J. Walsh, Michigan Manufacturers Association
Dr. Sook Wilkinson, Ph.D., Council of Asian Pacific Americans of Michigan
Vicki Wolber, Macomb County
Rev. Dr. Jimmy Womack, M.D., Plymouth United Church of Christ

Legislative Members:
• Sen. Winnie Brinks (nominated by the Senate Minority Leader)
• Sen. Curt VanderWall (nominated by the Senate Majority Leader)
• Rep. Felicia Brabec (nominated by the House Minority Leader)
• Rep. John Roth (nominated by the Speaker of the House)
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Vaccine Grant Pilot Program
More than 43,000 Michiganders living in high social vulnerability communities received the
COVID-19 vaccine, thanks to a pilot program coordinated by MDHHS and PMC in early March
2021.
MDHHS and the Commission awarded 35,800 doses of the COVID-19 vaccine to 22 entities
across Michigan to help enhance the state's vaccine equity strategy when demand for the
vaccine was at its height. A total of 14,678 vaccines were administered within the first week.
Several pilot sites administered all their vaccine allotment within the first week and received
8,000 additional vaccines to distribute in the second week and another 12,200 in the third week.
In total, 43,797 vaccines were administered statewide as a part of the pilot.
Pilot sites included hospitals, health departments, a fire department, an area agency on aging
(AAA), a behavioral health authority and other local organizations with strong ties in their
communities. These providers were chosen for their innovative strategies to overcome barriers
in reaching vulnerable populations, including transportation, language and other access issues
for those with sensory, cognitive, emotional or physical disabilities.
Sites reported an increase in vaccine confidence within their communities due to one-on-one
counseling opportunities with physicians or pastors and holding vaccine clinics at trusted sites,
such as churches.
Some of the vaccine pilot program successes include:
• Henry Ford Health System built a strong partnership with the Islamic Center and worked
with imams and religious leaders to help encourage the community to receive the
COVID-19 vaccine, stressing that it was not forbidden due to Ramadan. With the support
of their partners, they were able to help combat this additional aspect of vaccine
hesitancy in this community and successfully scheduled an additional vaccine clinic at
the Islamic Center of America.
• Wayne Health went an extra step by offering other services on-site at their vaccination
clinics, including blood pressure screening and linkage to medical care.
• Five two-person teams from Mid-Michigan Health went door-to-door and provided athome vaccinations to 50 people in Alpena.
• The Dearborn Fire Department embarked on vaccination visits to 14 senior complexes
throughout seven communities. Many older adults were so happy to receive the vaccine
(in their own home) that they broke down in tears.
• Advanced Health Pharmacy in Kalamazoo worked with local community organizations to
set up five vaccination events in five days — in parking lots and churches, with drivethrough and walk-in options. Their team, which included volunteer medical students from
Western Michigan University, vaccinated over 1,100 people in the first two days at an
outdoor vaccination event with donated food and a DJ. Another 1,400 people were
vaccinated at additional events throughout the rest of the first week.
The following organizations participated in the community outreach pilot project:
• Advanced Pharmacy - Kalamazoo County
• Alma Family Practice, P.C. - Gratiot County
• Allegan County Health Department - Allegan County
December 31, 2021
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Arab Community Center for Economic and Social Services (ACCESS) - Wayne County
Bay-Arenac Behavioral Health Authority - Bay County
Calhoun County Public Health Department - Calhoun County
Covered Bridge Healthcare - St. Joseph County
Cristo Rey Family Health Center - Ingham County
Dearborn Fire Department - Wayne County
Genoa Healthcare - Oakland County
Henry Ford Health System - Macomb, Wayne, Jackson, Oakland counties
Ingham County Health Department - Ingham County
Kent County Health Department - Kent County
Mid-Michigan Health - Alcona, Alpena, Clare counties
Northwest Michigan Health Services, Inc. - Oceana, Mason, Manistee, Benzie counties
Saginaw County Health Department - Saginaw County
Region VII Area Agency on Aging - Saginaw County
Schoolcraft Memorial Hospital - Schoolcraft County
St. Clair County Health Department - St. Clair County
Wayne Health - Wayne County
Washtenaw County Health Department - Washtenaw County
Western Wayne Family Health Center - Wayne County

Vaccination Clinic at Ford Field
To provide COVID-19 vaccinations to every eligible person who wanted to be vaccinated in the
United States, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) made a commitment to
provide resources to state, local, tribal and territorial partners to ensure the infrastructure was in
place to attain that goal. In Michigan, a federally supported vaccination site with a remote mobile
vaccine clinic component was established at Ford Field in the city of Detroit.
In addition to federal support from FEMA and the Department of Defense (DoD), the State of
Michigan coordinated with the city of Detroit, Oakland, Macomb and Wayne counties and with
various private sector partners (including Meijer and Henry Ford Health System) to operate the
clinic. FEMA described the site as a Type I Mass Vaccination Site with the capability of
administering up to 6,000 vaccine doses per day between March 23 and May 17, 2021.
Volunteers provided invaluable assistance to clients with functional and access needs.
Engagement and management of volunteers was facilitated by the Michigan Community Service
Commission (MCSC) in coordination with the AmeriCorps National Civilian Community Corps
program. Initially, volunteer support was mainly requested for providing functional needs
assistance, but eventually volunteers also became an integral part of other aspects of clinic
operations, including greeting, COVID-19 screening and assisting with medical questionnaires.
To ensure equitable vaccine access for those who may have been unable to access the Ford
Field location, mobile vaccine clinics were set up. These clinics were run in partnership with four
local health department jurisdictions: City of Detroit and Wayne, Macomb and Oakland counties.
Clinics were in areas with high social vulnerability and located within neighborhood settings,
such as churches, community centers, nonprofit organizations, recreation centers and
community health centers. During the eight-week period, 116 mobile clinics were established,
providing a total of 31,695 vaccine doses. Clinics averaged 273 vaccine doses.
Clinics were open the same time and day of the week, so word of mouth could spread through
the community and people would know when they could receive a vaccination at these
December 31, 2021
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locations. Additionally, working closely with community partners helped to foster trust in both the
clinic and vaccination process. For example, in Macomb County, ACCESS was a key partner in
establishing a routine clinic for the populations it serves. Because of its positive reputation in the
community, many individuals sought out vaccinations at the ACCESS location, with several
clinics administering over 800 doses in a day.
In total, the team at Ford Field administered over 275,000 doses in eight weeks, both at the site
and at the associated mobile clinics. This accounts for almost 7% of all administered
vaccinations in the state of Michigan during that time frame. Many of the individuals vaccinated
at the clinic are members of communities that are socially vulnerable and/or at greater risk of
serious illness or death due to COVID-19.

Partnership with Public Transit
As Michigan and the nation work to safely distribute COVID-19 vaccines, Michigan’s public
transit systems had the infrastructure to support the equitable distribution of vaccines to people
across the state who face transportation and access challenges in rural and urban areas and
communities.
“Ride to Your Dose of Hope” was proposed by Bradley T. Funkhouser, Chief Executive Officer
of the Capital Area Transportation Authority (CATA), which serves the Greater Lansing area and
regional partners Eatran in Eaton County and Clinton Transit in Clinton County. Under the
program, buses and special transportation vehicles operated by Michigan transit systems
provided free or low-fare rides for people who lacked access to regular transportation to
vaccination events and sites.
Following CATA’s lead and using resources created in partnership with the Commission, public
transit agencies representing more than half of the state's 83 counties joined the "Ride to Your
Dose of Hope" service from Michigan's transit systems, including:
• Allegan County Transit - Allegan
• Ann Arbor Area Transportation Authority - Washtenaw County
• Barry County Transit - Hastings
• Capital Area Transportation Authority - Ingham County
• Clare County Transit - Harrison
• Clinton Transit - St. Johns/Clinton County
• Eatran - Charlotte/Eaton County
• The Rapid - Grand Rapids
• Ionia Dial A Ride - Ionia
• Livingston Essential Transportation Services - Howell
• Lake Erie Transit - Monroe
• MTA - Flint
• Marquette Transportation Authority - Marquette
• Michigan Transportation Connection - covering 30 counties across the state, including all
counties in the Upper Peninsula
• Niles Dial A Ride
• SMART - Southeast Michigan (Wayne, Oakland, Macomb counties)
• STARS – Saginaw
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Community Clinics
By August 2021, the Commission and MDHHS had the resources to take the vaccine directly to
Michiganders – where they live and where they go – making it more accessible. Mobile clinic
vendors set up pop-up vaccination clinics in areas with low vaccination rates across the state,
including rural areas, where the vaccine may have been harder to reach.
The Commission’s workgroups and partners were asked to reach out to their members to
identity high-visibility locations for mobile units. In return, the Commission got an overwhelming
response from large and small business owners, chain restaurant owners, festival organizers,
places of worship, municipalities and colleges and universities that offered their space to host a
clinic and get their communities vaccinated. More than 1,800 pop-up clinics were held between
August 1 – December 1 in both traditional locations (such as churches) and non-traditional
locations (such as movie theaters and McDonald’s).
To help break down accessibility barriers, the Commission and MDHHS partnered with Dollar
General, a retailer with both urban and rural locations across Michigan. The Commission and
DHHS identified regions with low vaccination rates that were high on the social vulnerability
index and coordinated multi-day clinics at local Dollar General stores. In total, MDHHS
coordinated 682 clinics at Dollar General locations across Michigan.

A multilayered approach was used to encourage residents to get the vaccine. The Commission
workgroups and partners promoted clinics on their digital platforms, as did MDHHS. A list of all
upcoming clinics by date and address was used as a tool for the Commission’s neighborhood
canvassers directing residents where they could go to get the vaccine. The media also
promoted clinic locations within their markets.
Recognizing how hard Michigan’s retail, restaurant and hospitality workers worked during the
pandemic to keep customers safe, the Commission partnered with the Michigan Restaurant and
Lodging Association and the Small Business Association of Michigan on the statewide “Shots in
Arms” campaign and gave cash incentives to essential workers in those fields who received the
vaccine. In coordination with local health departments, clinics were hosted in Southwest Detroit,
Lansing, Grand Rapids, Ann Arbor, Kalamazoo and Traverse City. Each clinic offered a VISA
gift card (in denominations of $25 or $50) and extra incentives from local sponsors at some
locations. Those who got their first vaccine in Ann Arbor got a free Zingerman’s sandwich, and
those who got a vaccine in Kalamazoo walked away with a free pint glass from Bell’s Brewery.
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MI Shot to Win
MI Shot to Win was created to boost vaccination numbers in the state, which had begun to slow
down during the summer months. The goal of the public outreach campaign (consisting of a
series of statewide lottery-style drawings) was to provide incentives to Michiganders to get a
COVID-19 vaccination. Vaccinated Michiganders who entered the drawings were eligible to win
more than $5 million in cash prizes and a combined total of nearly $500,000 in college
scholarships. The aim of the MI Shot to Win Sweepstakes was to increase the state’s
vaccination rate by roughly 9% – or nearly 768,000 Michiganders – to achieve the statewide
goal of vaccinating 70% of residents ages 16 and older.
MI Shot to Win was powered by Meijer in partnership with the Michigan Association of United
Ways and the State of Michigan. The statewide vaccine sweepstakes was supported by Blue
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, Michigan Chamber of Commerce, Michigan Association of State
Universities, Small Business Association of Michigan, Business Leaders of Michigan and many
other organizations.
Highlights of the Sweepstakes included:
• While the summer months historically report lower vaccination rates, the MI Shot to Win
Sweepstakes helped Michigan reverse that trend during a critical period of time before
the more infectious Delta variant became the dominant strain of COVID-19. In June, for
example, Michigan saw COVID-19 vaccination doses decline week-after-week for the
entire month. Michigan recorded week-to-week increases for vaccinations throughout
July during the sweepstakes, as reflected by state data.
▪ 7/4-7/10: 28,848 first doses administered
▪ 7/11-7/17: 30,691 first doses administered
▪ 7/18-7/24: 36,176 first doses administered
▪ 7/25-7/30: 42,288 first doses administered
•
•

The sweepstakes helped increase the state’s vaccination rates from 61% to 63%,
supporting the climb toward the state’s goal of a 70% vaccination rate.
Over that same July time span, more than 2.4 million Michiganders signed up to win
cash prizes and over 106,000 Michiganders entered to win scholarships. The media
coverage from the sweepstakes also generated more than $7 million in free publicity
about the importance of getting one of the three safe and effective vaccinations.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION CAMPAIGN
November 2020
As the United States approached emergency use authorization (EUA) of the initial vaccines,
MDHHS conducted a statewide survey to understand attitudes, beliefs and hesitations around
COVID-19 vaccination. Research underscored the challenges ahead, with only 34% of those
surveyed saying they would get vaccinated as soon as a vaccine is available. It also
magnified the differences in intended adoption of the vaccine by race.

Through this research, MDHHS was able to tailor messaging to individual audiences. After
doing a full analysis of the data and understanding the general themes, research determined
that there were eight distinct segments. These segments included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hispanic non-vaccinators
Black non-vaccinators
Single/unmarried
Science/vaccine believers
White non-news watchers
High income white, ready to commit
Non-white institution skeptics
Retired, news watcher

December 2020
•
•
•

The U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) authorized emergency use of the Pfizer and
Moderna COVID-19 vaccines. The first people eligible to receive the vaccine were
hospital and medical staff.
Governor Whitmer issued Executive Order 2020-193 to create the Protect Michigan
Commission.
MDHHS developed the foundation for the public education campaign by conducting six
online focus groups to test creative materials with two groups of Caucasian adults, two
groups of African American adults and two groups of Hispanic and Arab American
adults. In depth research was conducted to understand the diverse target audiences and
the messaging that would resonate and move them to get a vaccine. Based on the
results of the research, MDHHS tweaked messaging and prepared materials for launch.
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By the end of December 2020, 74,965 Michiganders had received their first dose of the
vaccine.

January 2021
Beginning January 11, 2021, the following groups of people were eligible to receive a COVID-19
vaccine:
•
•
•
•

Michiganders ages 65 and older
Frontline essential workers (firefighters, police, corrections workers, inspectors)
Childcare and pre-K through high school staff
Congregate care facilities (homeless shelters, juvenile justice, childcare staff)

Communications Strategy
The public education campaign launched, coinciding with the new eligibility. The vaccine was
still new, and the task was clear: educate Michiganders on the safety and effectiveness of the
vaccine. In this new campaign, MDHHS highlighted the tens of thousands of diverse volunteers
who participated in clinical trials and showed that healthcare professionals trusted the vaccine
and were eager to get vaccinated.
Outreach
MDHHS had a consistent cadence of coordinated messaging with paid media, earned media
and direct community outreach. The campaign included a combination of television, cable,
connected TV, YouTube, radio, audio streaming, print, digital, Google search, native advertising
and social media. All Google search and Facebook/Instagram advertising were provided at no
cost. Media partners provided added value advertising, extending the reach of the campaigns.
MDHHS leveraged trusted voices within communities across the state, including pastors,
notable physicians, university presidents and business leaders to participate in radio, TV and
print interviews.
MDHHS coordinated the first in a series of statewide virtual discussions with community leaders
and stakeholders about the safety and efficacy of the vaccine, aiming to address concerns
within specific communities. The first town hall featured speakers from the faith-based
community, reaching an estimated 31,000 people. It included the following participants:
Moderator: Dion Williams, Director of Faith Based & Urban Affairs for Governor Gretchen
Whitmer
Speakers:
• Dr. Joneigh Khaldun, Michigan Department of Health and Human Services
• Imam Mohammed Ali Elahi, Islamic House of Wisdom in Dearborn Heights
• Rabbi Mark Miller, Congregation Beth El in Bloomfield Hills
• Bishop Charles Ellis III, Senior Pastor, Greater Grace Temple in Detroit
• Dr. Herbert Smitherman, MD, Detroit Receiving Hospital
• Rev. Lydia Bucklin, Episcopal Diocese of Northern Michigan
The Commission held its first meeting with chairs, appointees and stakeholders on January 29,
2021. Dr. Sarah Lyon-Callo, State Epidemiologist, and Dr. Joneigh Khaldun unveiled the state’s
vaccine allocation strategy and plan. The Commission also outlined its plan for outreach in
communities across the state through workgroup recruitment and engagement.
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Results
Vaccinations (View full dashboard for
more detailed results at
Michigan.gov/COVIDVaccine)
One dose
Completion

Results

Media
Paid media impressions (impressions are
defined as the number of times a piece of
content is consumed)
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
116,787,802

830,548
206,794

1,734,119
18

February 2021
The single dose Johnson and Johnson vaccine was authorized for emergency use for adults
18+.
Communications Strategy
Clergy members from every religious sector across Michigan developed a TV spot to continue
to instill confidence in vaccine safety. MDHHS layered this messaging onto the campaign
launched in January and continued to emphasize all the safety and effectiveness of the new
COVID-19 vaccine. Throughout the month, healthcare professionals shared testimonials
through social media with honest reviews of their symptoms following their second shot. As the
state hit new milestones in vaccination, MDHHS shared updates on social media reminding
people that their turn was coming. In addition to vaccine messaging, MDHHS launched a
campaign reminding all Michiganders to continue to wear masks.

Outreach
MDHHS continued to build on paid media efforts, adding gas station TV to the advertising mix
as a new way to reach more Michiganders. MDHHS hosted the second virtual town hall event. It
focused on communities of color and reached an estimated 9400 people. Participants included:
Moderator: Lieutenant Governor Garlin Gilchrist
Speakers:
• Dr. Joneigh Khaldun, Michigan Department of Health and Human Services
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charles Anderson, Urban League of Detroit and Southeastern Michigan
Reverend Anthony, Detroit NAACP
Dr. Lynn Smitherman, MD
Eva A. Garza Dewaelsche, SER Metro-Detroit, Jobs for Progress, Inc.
Dr. Zafer I. Obeid, M.D., Arab American & Chaldean Council
Dr. Terry Samuels, Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians
Dr. Bobby Mukkamala, Michigan State Medical Society and American Medical
Association

Community outreach efforts included working with chapters of the Urban League, National
Association for Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), block clubs, association leaders and
Black fraternities and sororities. These organizations welcomed MDHHS to their monthly
meetings to discuss what they can do to assist with messaging and outreach. They also used
newsletters and social media to encourage their members to get vaccinated and share the
importance of vaccination with family and friends.
MDHHS shared materials with urban nursing, assisted living, facilities, barber shops, beauty
salons, gyms, homeless shelters and food banks. Each week, MDHHS emailed more than 450
of Michigan’s leading associations, employers and community organizations, sharing important
information and content for them to relay to their members and constituents. Emails included
topline message or announcements from the State of Michigan, new communication resources,
questions and answers on trending topics, social media content for resharing, recent news
articles and opinion editorials.
Social influencers with thousands of followers shared more than 100 posts on their social
channels encouraging masking and following other safety protocols until the vaccine was more
widely available and more people could be vaccinated.
The Commission launched Michigan.gov/ProtectMICommission to make materials and
information available to all Commission members. As part of an ongoing communication effort,
the Commission started sending twice weekly email blasts to more than 1,500 stakeholders
across Michigan. Every newsletter contained vaccine announcements, news, action items and
graphics for recipients to share through their social channels.
Led by a chair and manager, the 20 Commission workgroups began to recruit members and
meet (sometimes weekly) to discuss vaccine barriers that existed for their constituencies and
evaluate what resources were needed to break down the barriers.
The Commission met at the end of February to report vaccine data and next steps.
Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion

Results
1,499,424
862,093

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
197,483,893
877,950
41
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March 2021
Vaccine eligibility expanded:
•
•

March 8: Anyone over 50 with a medical condition or disability and anyone who acts as a
caregiver for children with special needs.
March 22: Anyone age 16 or older with a medical condition or disability and all
Michiganders over 50.

Demand for the vaccine increased as more Michiganders became eligible. Michiganders
struggled with how to find and make an appointment.
Mass vaccination sites opened across the state in March. While still communicating the safety
of the vaccine, MDHHS also promoted these sites:
•

•

Delta College hosted a clinic on March 6 and 7, with a goal of vaccinating 3,000 eligible
Michiganders in Bay, Midland and Saginaw counties. Realizing that older adults may
experience challenges scheduling appointments online, MDHHS and the Michigan
National Guard called them directly to schedule appointments.
The Ford Field mass vaccination clinic opened on March 24 with the capacity to
administer 6,000 vaccines per day for eight weeks.

The team also conducted another round of quantitative research with 1,848 respondents.
Research showed that those who have started the vaccine process or were at least “somewhat
likely” to get vaccinated had increased substantially across all groups since November. The
number of people who said they were “very likely” to get the vaccine increased from 43% in
November to 65% in March. This included people who had already received at least one dose.
The increase was especially dramatic with African Americans, increasing from 25% to 54% and
with Hispanics, increasing from 23% to 53%.

Communications Strategy
MDHHS continued with the same messaging, focusing on safety and effectiveness, featuring
healthcare professionals and clergy members and reminding people about the clinical trials that
were conducted. In addition, MDHHS messaging reminded people to wear their masks. This
month, MDHHS layered on a specific promotion around the mass vaccination clinic at Ford
Field. Based on feedback from the Commission workgroups, MDHHS developed and translated
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fact cards on specific questions that were coming in from the public. MDHHS also reminded
people to take any authorized vaccine available to them, because all three options were proven
to be safe and effective.

Outreach
The paid media campaign continued to run through all media channels, along with earned
media efforts, outreach and bi-weekly emails. The Detroit Audacy radio stations launched a
public service campaign using the state’s messaging shared through players and coaches from
the Tigers, Red Wings, Lions and Pistons, providing a total of 503 public service
announcements.
On March 18, the state held an in-person press conference at Ford Field to kick off the mass
vaccination clinic, featuring Governor Gretchen Whitmer, Lt. Governor Garlin Gilchrist II,
FEMA Regional Administrator Kevin M. Sligh, Sr., Detroit Lions Team President and CEO Rod
Wood, Henry Ford Health System CEO Wright Lassiter III, Meijer President and CEO Rick
Keyes and Protect Michigan Commision Director Kerry Ebersole Singh.
MDHHS held the third virtual town hall event. It focused on older adults and reached
approximately 12,800 people. Participants included:
Moderator: Dr. Alexis Travis, Michigan Aging and Adult Services Agency
Speakers:
• Zaneta Adams, Michigan Veterans Affairs Agency
• Maureen Taylor, Chair, Michigan Welfare Rights Organization
• Rev. Horace Sheffield, Pastor, Detroit’s New Destiny Christian Fellowship
• Dr. Brenda Surae Eaton, MD
• Mark Hornbeck, AARP Michigan
• Dr. Herbert Smitherman, MD, Detroit Receiving Hospital
• Wanda Bowman, Detroit Area Agency on Aging
MDHHS held several faith-based leadership update calls to pastors, first ladies, deacons and
church announcers and coordinated community church marquee messaging and small business
marquee messaging.
Members of the Commission’s senior workgroup gave interviews to AARP to encourage older
adults to get vaccinated.
The workgroups evaluated what materials and tools were available for use with their
constituencies. As a result, MDHHS created new materials and offered translations in Spanish,
Chinese and Arabic.
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Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion

Results
2,728,184
1,635,416

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
245,615,639
1,162,135
34

April 2021
Michigan expanded vaccine eligibility to all Michiganders 16 or older. On April 28, Governor
Whitmer named Detroit Tigers great Miguel Cabrera as co-chair of the Protect Michigan
Commission to continue to encourage COVID-19 vaccinations. During the month of April,
Michigan doubled down with a goal of vaccinating 100,000 Michiganders per day.

Communications Strategy
The research conducted in late March suggested that Michiganders wanted to hear real stories
from other Michiganders. As a result, MDHHS launched the “My Why” campaign, using real
Michiganders sharing stories of why they chose to get vaccinated. The campaign included
multiple TV and radio spots. “My Why” would become a staple of the statewide vaccination
campaign.
There was also an increased focus on making sure all older adults knew how to get their
COVID-19 vaccine. To reach this population, MDHHS produced a new television campaign
showing seniors the multiple options for scheduling their vaccines. In addition, the team
partnered with the Area Agency on Aging Association of Michigan (4AM) to distribute postcards
giving older adults clear instructions on how to schedule a vaccination appointment.
Outreach
Commission workgroups put the call to action out to members to recruit Michiganders to
volunteer to share their stories in both ads and public events. Engaging teens age 16 and up to
get the vaccine and encouraging their friends to do the same was a priority.
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High school students volunteered to become student ambassadors who spoke at media events
and participated in “My Why” ads. Some even received their Pfizer vaccine doses alongside
Governor Whitmer.
The Commission hosted virtual and in-person news conferences in April. Health departments,
doctors, members of the tribal communities and student ambassadors participated in virtual
events across Northern Michigan and Upper Peninsula. These events highlighted regional
vaccination strategies and participants’ personal reasons for getting vaccinated.
Commission street teams went door-to-door in neighborhoods and commercial areas in Detroit.
The canvassers helped residents sign up for appointments at Ford Field and directed them to
community pop-up clinics.
First ladies in the faith community volunteered and used their positions in the churches to assist
in educating older adults, mothers and children in their communities about the vaccine. First
ladies and pastors also served as surrogates on radio talk shows. Social media influencers
shared their own reasons with their networks for getting the vaccine.
New assets were added to the paid media campaign, including outdoor advertising, video ads
on hospital networks, a barber shop and beauty salon advertising program and advertising
targeting college students.
The Commission held a virtual town hall with the first ladies in April. Participants included:
Moderator: Dion Williams, Director of Faith Based & Urban Affairs for Governor Gretchen
Whitmer
Speakers:
• First Lady Crisette Ellis
• First Lady Loretta Morman
• First Lady Karen Sheard
• First Lady Sheila Vann
• Dr. Lynn Smitherman, MD
Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion

Results
4,039,957
2,954,743

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
321,008,794
576,050
115

May 2021
The FDA authorized the Pfizer vaccine for emergency use in children ages 12 to 15 years old.
MDHHS conducted another quantitative research survey to continue to understand the leading
contributors to vaccine hesitancy among Michiganders. The top three drivers were concern
about the vaccine’s effectiveness, the belief that an individual’s risk of COVID-19 is low and
concern about long-term side effects. The main reason individuals identified for getting
vaccinated was the desire to protect family, friends and themselves. Healthcare providers and
family members were cited as the most trustworthy sources for vaccine information.
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Communications Strategy
MDHHS asked healthcare providers throughout the state to answer a series of questions,
including addressing the safety of the vaccine, how to prepare for the vaccine, the side effects
of the vaccine and why they recommend the vaccine. MDHHS developed two television spots to
share via multiple video channels. In addition, several new TV spots for the “My Why” campaign
were launched, geared toward pregnant women and teens. Another TV spot featured emotional
pleas from people who had lost loved ones to COVID-19.
MDHHS developed a new digital integration where ads were delivered to people and showed
the nearest location where they could get a vaccine. This was based on their IP address or
geographic location, to make it as easy as possible to find a local appointment.
The Detroit Tigers also produced a television spot in both English and Spanish, featuring an allstar lineup of players to encourage their fans to get vaccinated. All materials focused on the key
messages that the vaccines were tested for safety and trusted by doctors.
Outreach
The Commission launched a door-to-door neighborhood canvassing program in Genesee
County, a community with a low vaccination rate and a high social vulnerability index. The
Commission recruited faith leaders to promote the safety of the vaccine in their communities.
The Pastoral Alliance of Michigan, with over 500 members and the Council of Baptist Pastors,
with more than 150 members, offered to help. Churches offered transportation to individuals
who needed to get to a vaccination site, incorporated messages about the safety and efficacy of
the vaccine into sermons and bible studies, distributed vaccine literature and had one-on-one
conversations with those at church food pantries.
Committed to making it easier for Genesee County residents to get to their vaccine
appointments, the Commission announced a partnership with the Michigan Transit Authority in
Flint.
The Commission introduced a text message program targeting more than one million
Michiganders in high vulnerability areas with low vaccination rates. The text messages linked
the recipient to locations near them to receive the vaccine. MDHHS continued its robust paid
media campaign through all channels and added transit, bus shelters, Reddit, TikTok, Vevo,
Twitch and text messaging.
Educating parents about the vaccine and urging them to get their children vaccinated was a
priority. Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, pediatrician and co-chair of the Protect Michigan Commission,
had her 12 and 15-year-old daughters vaccinated as part of a virtual press event.
During this month, the Commission held four virtual town hall events.
Town Hall for People with Disabilities
Participants included:
Moderator: Tim Hileman, Special Olympics Michigan, PMC Disability Workgroup Chair
Speakers:
• Matt Bolger, Michigan State Police, parent of a child with a disability
• Brian Calley, Small Business Association of Michigan, parent of a child with a disability
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•
•

•

Julie Conn, speech pathologist with Huron Valley Schools, parent of an adult child with
an intellectual disability
Dr. Joneigh Khaldun, Michigan Department of Health and Human Services
Lucia Rios, Lakeshore Disability Network

Middle Eastern Community Town Hall
Participants included:
Moderators: Fayrouz Saad and Dr. Zafer I. Obeid, M.D., Arab American & Chaldean Council
Speakers:
• Evone Barkho, Wayne State University
• Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, M.D., Michigan State University and Hurley Children’s
Hospital Pediatric Public Health Initiative, Protect Michigan Commission Co-Chair
• Farah Jalloul, Michigan Pharmacists Association
• Dr. Imad M. Obeid, M.D., Henry Ford Health System
• Madiha Tariq, ACCESS
• Sawsan Jamil, M.D.
Local Government Town Hall
Participants included:
Moderator: Pontiac Mayor Dierdre Waterman
Speakers:
• Dr. Joneigh Khaldun
• Kerry Ebersole Singh
Spanish Speaking Community Town Hall
Participants included:
Moderator: Fernando Gonzalez Saiffe, Consul General of Mexico in Detroit
Speakers:
• Dra. Juana Nicoll Capizzano, Medicina Familiar, Geriatria, University of Michigan
• Dr. Felix M. Valbuena, Jr., Medicina Familiar, CEO CHASS, Henry Ford Hospital
• Dra. Maricela Castillo MacKenzie, Medicina Familiar, University of Michigan
• Guadalupe Lara, Social Worker
• Jose Galaviz, Michigan Department of Health and Human Services Allegan County
• Mikel Llanes, University of Michigan
Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion

Results
4,692,191
4,113,984

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
493,901,706
362,044
162

Throughout the Ford Field mass vaccination clinic, over 275,000 doses were administered with
41.48% identifying as members of ethnic and racial minority groups and almost 50%
administered to residents of high social vulnerability index zip codes (zip codes that include at
least one census tract with an SVI of .6 and above). Almost 10,000 people who self-identified as
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having disabilities were vaccinated through the Ford Field clinic, including the mobile units.
There were 785 requests for interpretation services fulfilled in 24 different languages. Over
1,000 people received transportation to and from Ford Field to receive the vaccine.

June 2021
A fourth quantitative research survey was conducted in both English and Spanish to understand
how parents felt about vaccinating their children ages 12 years and older. Long-term health
risks, specifically, impacts on fertility, were cited as top concerns in the quantitative survey. The
survey suggested that participants in the “difficult to persuade” category might be open to the
vaccine if it had full FDA approval. At this point, the vaccines only had emergency use
authorization. Incentives emerged as a leading factor for encouraging vaccination. Vaccine
hesitancy in the Hispanic and Black populations continued to decrease.

Communications Strategy
The Commission compiled incentives offered by businesses across the state on a web page
and promoted it through media and advertising. The incentives ranged from prizes both big and
small from retailers and other organizations. The Commission, the Small Business Association
of Michigan and the Michigan Restaurant & Lodging Association hosted three incentivized
clinics geared for hospitality and retail workers in Ann Arbor, Grand Rapids, Traverse City and
Kalamazoo. The Commission and MDHHS continued to share the personal stories of why
people got vaccinated and encouraged the Commission workgroups to submit testimonial
videos of their own to share with their communities.
Outreach
Door-to-door canvassing expanded to high vulnerability areas with low vaccination rates across
the state. The Commission street teams canvassed Eastpointe, Albion, Battle Creek, Benton
Harbor, Highland Park, Warren, Kalamazoo, Saginaw, Inkster, Ecorse, Grand Rapids and
Muskegon. The Commission collaborated with more than 40 community organizations in these
areas to share vaccine information and help residents schedule and get to vaccine
appointments near them.
With a focus on getting children 12 years and older vaccinated, the Commission partnered with
Oakland County officials and student ambassadors from local schools on the One-by-One
campaign to encourage peers and classmates to get the vaccine as soon as they became
eligible. Nearly 400,000 text messages were sent to households with children ages12 through
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18 years. One text featured a note from Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, pediatrician and the
Commission co-chair, expressing her trust in the vaccine.
With fertility issues as a top concern, materials were developed and distributed to OB-GYN
offices outlining the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine.
Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion

Results
4,881,406
4,515,555

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
148,678,726
236,590
171

July 2021
On July 1, MI Shot to Win launched, giving Michiganders the opportunity to win a $1 million or
$2 million dollar grand prize, along with $50,000 daily prizes and college scholarships for
students ages 12 to 17 years old.

The Commission provided funding to the Small Business Association of Michigan and the
Michigan Association of United Ways to create additional public education campaigns delivered
from different messengers to encourage those still hesitant to get vaccinated.
Communications Strategy
In addition to highlighting real stories in the “My Why” campaign, MDHHS developed a new
campaign focused on promoting MI Shot to Win through TV, radio, outdoor and social media,
encouraging people to get their first vaccine dose and to sign up for the sweepstakes.
Data showed that younger Michiganders had very low vaccination rates. To specifically reach
this group, MDHHS focused media on younger target audiences, including Tik Tok, Instagram
and Snapchat. Miguel Cabrera, the Commission’s new co-chair, recorded videos in Spanish and
English, encouraging his fans to get vaccinated.
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Outreach
The Commission street teams continued door-to-door efforts distributing door hangers, flyers
and information cards in cities with a high social vulnerability index and canvassed areas with
high foot traffic (such as grocery stores, banks and credit unions). If the residents needed
assistance making an appointment, street team members were able to sign them up on the
spot.
The Commission continued working with the faith-based community to ensure congregations
knew the importance of the vaccine during Vaccine Sundays and to promote MDHHS mobile
testing sites.
On July 8, the Commission held a virtual town hall focused on parents and families. Participants
included:
Moderator: Veronica McNally, Franny Strong Foundation, I Vaccinate and member of the CDC
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
Speakers:
• Dr. Rosalyn Maben-Feaster, MD, OB-GYN, Michigan Medicine
• Cathy Murray, Psychology Teacher, Port Huron Northern High School
• Andrea Secrease, Executive Director, Early Learning at Greater Midland
• Derrick Worthey, father and blogger, This Worthey Life
• Za’ih Worthey, teenager, This Worthey Life
• Dr. Rachel Young, DO, family doctor, McLaren Greater Lansing, Family Medicine
Residency Clinic
On July 20, the Commission held a virtual town hall focused on young adults. Participants
included:
Moderator: Danielle El-Amin, advisor to the Lt. Governor
Speakers:
• Christina El Zarka, University of Michigan student, Save Summer 2021 founder
• Dr. Joseph Fakhoury, MD, FAAP, Bronson Pediatric Medicine Hospital Specialists
• Ally Telfor, Michigan State University, 2021 recent graduate
• Durrell Hill, eligibility specialist at the State of Michigan and Central Michigan Graduate
Student
• Jeremy and Jermaine Hogstrom, DO, Resident Physicians, Authority Health Internal
Medicine
• Javon Shell, Director of Digital Content Strategy, Cleveland Cavaliers
The Commission announced MI Shot to Win winners each week and encouraged those
unvaccinated to get their shot for a chance to win.
With the continued goal of reaching Michigan teens eligible to receive the vaccine, MDHHS
added Snapchat, a popular social media site among teens, to the advertising platforms.
Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion
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Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
534,800,078
318,006
338

August 2021
The Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine received full FDA approval. Research indicated that there was a
significant increase in parental intent to get children vaccinated, which was attributed to children
returning to school. As in previous quantitative research surveys, MDHHS studied vaccination
likeliness over time. By August, the percentage of African Americans who had started the
process or who were very likely or somewhat likely to get vaccinated increased to 79%. For the
Hispanic population, those same categories increased to 85%.

Communications Strategy
More Michiganders wanted to share their reasons for receiving the vaccine – everyone had a
story. The Commission had the tools and means to help tell and promote these stories. The
workgroups recruited participants for the next series of “My Why” ads.
In an emotional plea, Kayleigh, a 27-year-old woman who nearly died after delivering her
second child, urged everyone to get a COVID-19 vaccine.
Community leaders and pastors were also important messengers, sharing information about the
vaccine with their communities. They also organized vaccine clinics in their centers and
churches with their local health departments. A Metro Detroit pastor noted that many people
said they “felt like he was talking to them” in his “My Why” spot, which prompted them to get the
vaccine.
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The Commission had to reach parents and future parents, since research suggested that fertility
was a vaccine hesitancy driver. Michigan OB-GYNs spoke out against vaccine misinformation
and myths and spoke to the vaccine’s safety. A campaign aimed at parents was launched to
encourage them to get their children vaccinated to keep them safe before heading back to
school.
By August, Michigan had the means to deploy mobile vaccination units to communities around
the state. Commission workgroups, partners and stakeholders sent in ideas for high-traffic areas
in their neighborhoods and offered use of their facilities to the mobile teams. As a result, more
than 100 mobile clinics were hosted each week, at festivals, churches and stores and even in a
movie theater.
Outreach
With children heading back to school and many districts returning to in-person learning, it was
imperative to break down vaccination barriers for parents, teens and Michiganders in areas with
low vaccination uptake.
Door-to-door canvassing in neighborhoods with low vaccination rates continued. In August, the
street teams expanded their reach to back-to-school events, concerts and outdoor shopping
areas. Carrying vaccine information and gift cards and using the “Shots in Arms” approach, the
street teams got vulnerable Michiganders vaccinated, one by one.
Nine students were awarded college scholarships and the $2 million dollar grand prize winner
was announced as the MI Shot to Win Sweepstakes ended.
The Commission promoted the safety and efficacy of the vaccine in places Michiganders go to
every day. Movie theaters, gas stations, malls, airports and Tigers games were added to the
Commission’s multi-facetted advertising strategy. Parents received text messages from trusted
doctors to encourage them to vaccinate their children before they went back to school.
Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion

Results
5,244,374
4,834,984

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
673,972,490
339,189
181

September 2021
•

•

On September 27, MDHHS urged Michiganders 65 and older, residents ages 18 and
older in long-term care settings and people ages 50 through 64 (with certain underlying
medical conditions) who received the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine to get a booster vaccine
six months after completion of their primary series.
On September 29, the CDC issued an urgent health advisory encouraging people who
are pregnant, recently pregnant and those trying to become pregnant to get vaccinated,
citing data showing that pregnant women have a two-fold increased risk of admission
into intensive care, a 70% increased risk of death and an increased risk of adverse
pregnancy outcomes.
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•

The Delta variant continued to spread with increased cases of COVID-19 throughout the
month of September.

Communications Strategy
The data showed that in addition to teens, Michiganders in their 20’s and 30’s had low
vaccination rates.
The reasons for vaccinating became very personal. A young man with autism and another
young man with Down Syndrome hoped their peers would get vaccinated. Physicians explained
how hard it is to watch patients die in the hospital from COVID-19 and see the toll it has taken
on families and the entire healthcare community. An ad featured Ian, a kidney transplant
recipient, who was unable to develop antibodies and was relying on community immunity.
Members of the Hispanic community also shared their reasons for being vaccinated, as they
urged their families and communities to do the same.
MDHHS and the Racial Disparities Task Force created “Between Friends,” a three-part series to
promote the safety and efficacy of the vaccine to young adults of color across Michigan. One
video featured Lt. Governor Gilchrist having open conversations about the vaccine with friends
at a barbershop.
Outreach
MDHHS continued with all paid media channels and added the Black Information Network in
Detroit, sharing videos from local radio personalities encouraging their listeners to get
vaccinated. In addition, MDHHS launched a social media series dispelling myths in clear and
easy to understand language. The Commission continued to work closely with county health
departments and street teams to ensure coordination and promotion of mobile sites.
Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion
Booster

Results
5,371,968
4,985,842
93,942

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
586,612,712
339,189
2*

*This represents the number of earned media stories generated as a direct result of outreach
conducted by the public relations partners. MDHHS internal communications had a consistent
flow of earned media stories not counted in this number.

October 2021
MDHHS promoted the importance of booster vaccines and prepared for the emergency use
authorization of the vaccine for children ages 5 to 11 years old. There was also a continued
push to convince those still hesitant through compelling messages and stories shared via paid
media, earned media, community engagement and door-to-door canvassing.
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Communications Strategy
MDHHS continued to run the new “My Why” spots, now including a feature with a nurse who
lost many loved ones to COVID-19. MDHHS also shared the story of a young man who lost
his father and was unable to be there to say goodbye, as well as the stories of small business
owners who struggled to keep their doors open and their employees safe.
To help people understand who was now eligible for an additional vaccine, MDHHS
developed an infographic to share through social media and the Commission email newsletter.
Earned media efforts were focused on the pending authorization for children ages 5 to 11
years old.
Outreach
MDHHS continued with several paid media channels and continued to share social media
assets dispelling myths and encouraged workgroups and stakeholders to do the same.
The street teams expanded door-to-door canvassing in Grand Rapids, Albion, Battle Creek,
Benton Harbor, Highland Park, Saginaw, Inkster and Hamtramck. Coverage included events,
church activities, concerts and strip malls with 16,213 doors knocked and 106 real time signups. In addition, the Commission worked closely with county health departments and street
teams to ensure coordination of mobile sites’ marketing and awareness.
Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion
Booster

Results
5,504,809
5,107,426
701,603

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
174,402,418
165,510
4*

*This represents the number of earned media stories generated as a direct result of outreach
conducted by the public relations partners. MDHHS internal communications had a consistent
flow of earned media stories not counted in this number.

November 2021
The Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine was authorized and recommended by the FDA and the CDC for
children ages 5 to 11 years old.
On November 18, Governor Whitmer encouraged all Michiganders who had been fully
vaccinated for six months or more to get a COVID-19 booster.
MDHHS conducted another quantitative research survey. Of those who were already
vaccinated, 23% of the Black population and 25% of the Hispanic population had done so in the
past two months, pointing to continued progress and success resulting from multiple efforts to
encourage Michiganders to get vaccinated.
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Communications Strategy
MDHHS launched a new series of television spots featuring children, pediatricians, coaches,
educators, a pastor and a family impacted by COVID-19. The spots were all geared at
encouraging parents to vaccinate their children ages 5 to 11 years old. In addition, the team
launched a new series of social media posts and digital creative with messaging about feeling
confident at family gatherings, sleepovers, in the classroom and when children play with friends.
In addition to the focus on vaccinating children, MDHHS continued to promote general COVID19 vaccination through several media channels.
Outreach
MDHHS continued with a robust paid media program through several media channels, including
traditional, digital, social media and outdoor. In addition, the Commission continued efforts of
door-to-door canvassing throughout the state, encouraging the unvaccinated to schedule their
vaccine appointments.
On November 3, the Commission held a virtual press briefing discussing the newly authorized
vaccine for children ages 5 to 11 years old. It featured the following participants:
•
•
•
•

Elizabeth Hertel, Director, Michigan Department of Health and Human Services
Dr. Natasha Bagdasarian, MD, MPH, Chief Medical Executive for the State of Michigan
Veronica McNally, President, Franny Strong Foundation; Founder, I Vaccinate
Campaign; Member, CDC Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
Dr. Matthew Hornik, DO, FAAP, Board-Certified Pediatrician, President, Michigan
Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics

In addition to the virtual press briefing, the Commission held three town halls during the month
of November.
On November 3, MDHHS hosted a town hall geared toward the Spanish-speaking community,
featuring the following participants:
Moderator: Guadalupe G. Lara, LMSW, Ret. DMC Director of Social Work and LASED
Wellness Instructor
Speakers:
• Dr. Felix M. Valbuena, Jr., Medicina Familiar, CEO CHASS, Henry Ford Hospital
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•

Dr. Maricela Castillo MacKenzie, Medicina Familiar, University of Michigan

On November 10, MDHHS hosted a second town hall addressing the children’s COVID-19
vaccine authorization. Participants included:
Moderator: Dr. Alexis Travis, State Health Officer with the Michigan Department of Health and
Human Services
Speakers:
• Dr. Farhan Bhatti, MD, Chief Executive Officer, Carefree Medical – Lansing; Michigan
state lead, Committee to Protect Healthcare
• Dr. Joseph Fakhoury, MD, FAAP, Pediatric Hospitalist, Bronson Pediatric Medicine
Hospital Specialists; Chair, Immunization Task Force, Michigan Chapter of the American
Academy of Pediatrics
• Dr. Elizabeth Lloyd, MD, Pediatric Infectious Diseases Physician, University of
Michigan C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital
On November 18, MDHHS held another virtual town hall for parents and families, focusing on
the COVID-19 vaccine for children. Participants included:
Moderator: Dr. Alexis Travis, State Health Officer with the Michigan Department of Health and
Human Services
Speakers:
• Dr. Joseph Fakhoury, MD, FAAP, Pediatric Hospitalist, Bronson Pediatric Medicine
Hospital Specialists; Chair, Immunization Task Force, Michigan Chapter of the American
Academy of Pediatrics
• Dr. Elizabeth Lloyd, MD, Pediatric Infectious Diseases Physician, University of
Michigan C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital
• Veronica McNally, President, Franny Strong Foundation; Founder, I Vaccinate
Campaign
• Dr. Lynn C. Smitherman, MD, FAAP, Pediatrician, Wayne Pediatrics and DMC
Children’s Hospital of Michigan
On November 19, MDHHS held a town hall advising Michiganders to protect themselves from
COVID-19 ahead of the holiday season. Participants included:
Speakers:
• Elizabeth Hertel, Director, Michigan Department of Health and Human Services
• Dr. Natasha Bagdasarian, MD, MPH, Chief Medical Executive for the State of Michigan
• Dr. Darryl Elmouchi, MD, MBA, President, Spectrum Health West Michigan
• Justin Winslow, President & CEO, Michigan Restaurant & Lodging Association
• Rev. Dr. Tellis Jerome Chapman, Pastor, Galilee Missionary Baptist Church
The full Commission met for the final time on November 12. Governor Whitmer, by video, and
Lt. Governor Gilchrist thanked the Commission and the workgroups for their tireless work to
keep our families and friends safe from the virus and assured attendees that there is still much
work ahead.
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Results
Vaccinations
One dose
Completion
Booster

Results
5,764,012
5,200,191
1,728,788

Media
Paid media impressions
Web page views
Earned media stories

Results
197,246,820
217,922
264
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SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION OF MICHIGAN (SBAM)
PARTNERSHIP
Since the beginning of the pandemic, SBAM has joined forces with small businesses, state
government and community leaders to ensure that small business owners, employees and the
communities they serve have the resources and information they need to help mitigate the
spread of COVID-19. The vaccine outreach campaign targeting communities at risk for a
resurgence of COVID-19 due to low vaccination rates was an extension of that collaborative
effort.
Since SBAM has a substantial statewide reach and a strong reputation in rural areas where the
economic landscape is dominated by small businesses, it led a campaign that would reach as
many people as possible within this target population between July 17 and September 30 and
encourage them to get vaccinated.
Overall Goals
•
•
•

Educate generally conservative, vaccine hesitant and resistant Michigan residents about
the safety and benefits of vaccination.
Leverage SBAM organizational integrity and goodwill to ensure maximum effectiveness
of the campaign.
Use all available tools, including digital, outdoor, radio, TV, print, social and direct mail.

Overall Messaging Strategies
•
•
•
•
•

Use research findings to drive both the message itself and those best suited to deliver
the message.
Be clear that we respect the choice of individuals in becoming vaccinated, while
addressing common misconceptions about the overall safety of the vaccine.
Utilize trusted voices, including a doctor, paramedic or pharmacist.
Speak directly to concerns identified in the research.
Provide statements of support on the vaccine from voices of influence, including
conservative political leaders.

Total Reach
Reaching politically conservative residents in rural counties who have not yet been vaccinated
was the goal of this campaign. Over the course of nine weeks, SBAM’s campaign achieved the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

25,000+ TV and radio ads
83 billboards across Michigan
Total of 1,286,540 direct mailers sent to 204,200 rural, politically conservative
households
29,609,378 highly targeted impressions on Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Google Ads
and YouTube
Print advertising in 28 local newspapers
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MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION OF UNITED WAYS (MAUW)
PARTNERSHIP
Local United Ways share a commitment to community, health, education and financial stability.
COVID-19 cuts across these issues and further amplifies disparities in our public health
systems. Central barriers in the fight on COVID-19 include misinformation about vaccines, its
treatment and the lack of access to healthcare services for far too many of Michigan’s
vulnerable residents.
MAUW joined forces with local United Ways and state partners to establish a network of
COVID-19 Vaccine Hubs in 20 high-need counties across the state. MAUW received a 15month grant to ensure ongoing presence and community support as the virus evolved. Served
by 16 local United Ways, these counties were identified through Asset Limited, Income
Constrained, Employed (ALICE) data and the Social Vulnerability Index. United Ways worked
with local partners in a collaborative council model to determine specific needs of local
communities and to develop aligned strategies to increase local COVID-19 vaccine rates. The
key focus of a local hub was to identify, prepare and resource trusted local messengers with the
information they needed to have both difficult and delicate conversations about COVID-19
vaccine hesitancy and to ensure vaccines were readily available to those who wanted them.
Overall Goals
•
•
•

Mobilize nonprofit organizations in local communities to provide vaccine outreach to
vulnerable populations.
Prepare nonprofits with knowledge and techniques for effective vaccine outreach.
Reach vulnerable communities with accurate, culturally competent communication about
COVID-19 vaccines.

Key Actions
•
•
•

Develop community-based strategies to support existing COVID-19 vaccine efforts and
to mobilize partners to fill identified gaps.
Provide relevant and reliable training and resources to United Ways and community
partners (staff and volunteers) to build comfort and confidence when speaking about
issues leading to vaccine hesitancy.
Provide access to a variety of quality, reliable information sources for local communities.

Early Reach
•
•
•

More than 70 grassroots organizations and efforts representing wide diversity within
communities received nearly $500,000 in initial grant funds. An additional $1.5 million
will be distributed by August 2022, allowing communities to address emerging needs.
More than 200 people participated in the COVID-19 Vaccine Hesitancy Communications
training program developed by the Center for Health Communication Research at the
University of Michigan (MI CEAL).
A Youth Vaccine Steering Committee of local and statewide partners was established to
develop messaging strategies to build vaccine confidence in parents and caregivers.
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•

COVID-19 vaccine information has been provided to local communities in 10 languages:
American Sign Language, Arabic, Burmese, Congolese, English, Nepali, Somali,
Spanish, Swahili and Vietnamese.

GET VACCINATED, MICHIGAN!
MAUW welcomed the chance to further their vaccine outreach efforts by targeting communities
with low vaccination rates, especially in communities disproportionately affected by COVID-19.
Urban areas in MAUW’s top 20 high-need counties had the lowest COVID-19 vaccination rates
in the state. This effort sought to find key persuadable unvaccinated audiences and target them
with robust communication between July 16 and September 30. The goal was to try things, test
things and find the messengers and messaging that would most effectively increase vaccination
rates.
Overall Goals
•
•
•

Educate vaccine hesitant Michiganders about the importance and benefits of vaccination
with a special focus on 20 high-need counties.
Target messaging to one million persuadable, but vaccine-hesitant individuals, with
communication strategies encompassing a wide range of information sources.
Use all tools available, but especially underutilized tools, like over the top television
(OTT), streaming TV, digital, peer to peer texting, direct mail and live phone calls.

Overall Messaging Strategies
•
•
•

Use research findings to craft key messages and develop many ideas and concepts.
Test creative concepts using new creative testing tools.
Assess the results and build statistical models on “Who” is persuadable with the top
message. Match those individuals and deliver the top performing message.

Total Reach
•
•
•
•
•

194,712 Michiganders visited GetVaccinatedMichigan.org
196,512,696 highly targeted ad views or impressions delivered to 3,293,031 people on
streaming TV, Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Google Ads, OTT, YouTube and more
6,748,106 peer-to-peer text messages were sent to 987,297 cell phones
4,607,120 direct mailers were sent to 1,253,181 households
922,294 phones dialed and 147,643 phone conversations were conducted

As the work started in July, Michigan was vaccinating just 3,000 individuals per day. As the
program ramped up August 1, the rate grew to average 6,000 to 7,500 per day or 1.5% of all
eligible unvaccinated people.
In late September and early October, spending on program surged, and daily new vaccinations
reached 8,000 per day or 1.8% of those eligible. Finally, as the “Get Vaccinated, Michigan!”
campaign ended in October, the daily new first shot rate fell to 3,000 per day.
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TV

TV

All spots are available on MDHHS YouTube channel and hyperlinked in electronic document.

RADIO
Vaccine Journey :30
Vaccine Journey :60
Vaccine Journey Spanish
Vaccine Journey Arabic
Outline :30
Outline :60
Ramos Vaccination Spanish
Reasons
My Why
Shot to Win
Side Effects
Change the Narrative :60

Kayleigh’s Story :30

My Why Kids :60

Kayleigh’s Story :60

Gift

Change the Narrative :30

Thankful

Gift of Life
On the Front Lines :60
My Why Spanish

My Why Pediatricians :30
My Why Kids :30
My Why Kids Arabic :60

My Why Kids Spanish :60
My Why Pediatricians :60

All spots are available on MDHHS YouTube channel and hyperlinked in electronic document.

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

OUTDOOR

OUTDOOR

OUTDOOR

TRANSIT AND BUS SHELTERS

TRANSIT AND BUS SHELTERS

GAS PUMP TOPPERS

BARBER SHOP/BEAUTY
SALONS/DOCTOR’S OFFICE

MALLS

AIRPORTS

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA

TIKTOK

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

DIGITAL

FLYER
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WORKGROUPS

WORKGROUPS
WOMEN AND CHILDREN

Chair: Denise Smith, Hope Starts Here
Staff Manager: Cheryl Bergman, MWC
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Very little information specific to women and families. What do we know and can clearly
communicate about the effects of the vaccine for children and child-bearing women?
• Military presence is a barrier in communities of color
• Vaccine misinformation on social media
• Mistrust of government
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your
constituency?
The word CHOOSE reinforced that our Governor is not a “dictator” and that
everyone may choose -- and it maximizes and changes the visual cue of
"Choose Life" to be leveraged positively for choosing life via
science/vaccination toward ending the pandemic. This can be incorporated
with existing links and hashtags and customized to the specific
region/market and group that would be adopting and circulating it with their
information and stories. - Audrey Mitten, Ladies' Library Association in Kalamazoo
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Shaming is not an option; use messages that position getting the vaccine as “choice.”
State what we know about the effect of the vaccine on child-bearing women.
Visuals that use elders and matriarchs of families as a messenger.
Use known and trusted community members as messengers, including childcare
providers, women’s resources and network leaders.
Identify and map community/regional population centers regarding women and children
and ask 10 non-elected individuals to participate in a campaign for "Yes! I am choosing
to be vaccinated!" Kent County included some of its leadership names/faces in a similar
way here: vaccinatewestmi.com.
Warnings about vaccine card scams, e.g., don’t post a picture with a vaccine card. As
people share their vaccine cards with a photo (“I voted” pictures, for example),
scammers are using that information to register for a second vaccine.
Explain the vaccine’s effectiveness against new strains.
Explain why all members of a household should be vaccinated.

What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
Infographics; fact cards (in many cases, with translations); video testimonials; social media
content; virtual background; FAQ
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What community resources did you utilize?
The Women and Children workgroup produced video testimonials and held a webinar for
parents with physicians and families with children to encourage the vaccination of 12-15-yearolds.
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
The Women and Children workgroup worked with the Youth and Education workgroup to
produce the webinar mentioned above.
List workgroup members who represented the Protect Michigan Commission (“the
Commission”) and participated in press conferences and/or media interviews.
Dr. Naja Bazzy
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
By focusing on families and children and reaching them in their communities.
What were the biggest challenges?
Convincing people; overcoming mistrust of government, systems; being told what to do; vaccine
messaging fatigue; attendance at meetings due to busy schedules.
What could we have done differently?
Better messaging of the light at the end of the tunnel. Greater emphasis on “how we get back to
normal” as a catalyst for increased participation. Establish concrete goals. It appears that the
goal post has shifted regarding herd immunity and more. Better established benchmarks to
mark and give a sense of achievement/success. Celebrate these successes along the way!
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
• Add multilingual nurse practitioner at sites to answer questions.
• Define alternative motivating strategies (incentives) to meet 70% vaccinated goal in our
communities. This may include concerts, celebrity speakers and/or visits, special
community events, virtual or in person, etc.
• Continue virtual phone banks and door-to-door efforts around pop-up clinics and
community clinics.
• Celebration of milestones.
• Strengthen feedback loops to connect local groups/communities to the
Commission/workgroup. Work with the Commission to ascertain where we can make
supports more visible.
• More visible faith-based trusted leaders as champion; more celebrities, e.g., sports
figures (Add “Safe to Tailgate” Messaging).
• Continue “I vaccinate” campaign with intentional messages for resistant populations.
• Augment ease of vaccination process.
• Develop coordinated back to school activities, including:
o Teacher-child classroom learning activities specific to vaccination.
o Competition between schools in a district or statewide, e.g., pizza day, fitted cap,
combine with celebrity visit, etc.
• Highlight individual community in campaign, e.g., Motown Safe town.
• Circle back with parents and/or data to share concerns regarding decisions to vaccinate
their children and to inform of next steps.
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TRIBAL

Chair: Sadie Valliere, LVD
Staff Manager: Lorna Elliott-Egan
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• For tribal citizens, distance to available vaccination clinics was a factor, since many tribal
communities are rural and lack of reliable transportation was an issue.
• Initially, vaccine supply was an issue, but that is no longer a problem.
• Misinformation.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Protect yourself and your loved ones, elders and knowledge keepers.
• The vaccine is free.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• The workgroup supported the development and production of an Anishinaabe COVID-19
Healing Drum Song video, which has been deployed on YouTube and multiple social
media platforms. The video that MDHHS posted received more than 1.3K views in two
months. Individual tribes posted the video to YouTube, as well. The view count for those
is unknown.
• The workgroup worked with tribal casinos to utilize their large electronic billboards to
broadcast messages promoting COVID-19 vaccination.
• The workgroup helped provide Native American representation at multiple press events
to promote vaccination, in general, and to promote specific vaccine clinics stood up by
different tribes.
• The workgroup helped arrange for Native American representation on a Communities of
Color COVID-19 town hall.
• The workgroup worked to provide access to Tribal health centers to the Commission’s
COVID-19 Vaccination Communications Tool Kit materials.
What community resources did you utilize?
• Tribal health center communications
• Casino billboards
• Tribal social media platforms (clinic and tribes’ Facebook pages, etc.)
• National Guard support to stand up clinics and support other COVID-19 related activities
engaged in by certain tribes
• Worked with the City of Detroit Health Department to stand up a vaccination clinic at the
Vibes with the Tribes Indigenous art and music festival in Detroit
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• Individual tribes’ communication offices
• Tribal health center communication networks
• Town hall
• Electronic billboards
• Video testimonials
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•
•

Press conferences
YouTube video

Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
• Youth group helped deploy Anishinaabe Healing Drum Song Video on their social media
contacts
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews:
• Robyn Burlingham, Nottawaseppi Huron Band of the Potawatomi
• Jody Werner, Health Director and Dr. Terry Samuels, Little Traverse Bay Bands of the
Odawa Indians
• Chairwoman Whitney Gravelle on behalf of the Bay Mills Indian Community
• Lorna Elliott-Egan, MDHHS
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
The workgroup did its best to support the already impressive efforts of Michigan’s Tribal health
centers’ efforts to vaccinate their citizens and members of the larger communities surrounding
them. As sovereign nations, each tribe has its own approach to connecting with its citizens. The
workgroup provided a forum for all to share ideas and resources and to support one another’s
efforts.
What were the biggest challenges?
The workgroup was primarily comprised of the health directors or staff from each of Michigan’s
12 federally recognized tribes and Urban Indian Health Center. It was not always easy to
schedule meetings among a group of people that were already knee-deep in running the tribes’
health clinic response to COVID-19. Most recently, communication among this group was done
via email, since meetings have been difficult to schedule.

LATINX

Chair: Eva Garza Dewaelsche
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Education: Lack of familiarity with the virus and the vaccine. Needed to provide ongoing
information on the importance and safety of the vaccine. Also needed to educate the
community on the severity of the pandemic. Needed to dispel misinformation on social
media and other media. Providing this information in Spanish was very important.
• Time off from work: Inability of workers to take time off from work to get the vaccine.
Afraid they may lose their jobs. Mostly essential workers or in jobs that were still working
throughout the pandemic, so difficult to take time off since there were also many who
lacked sick time and benefits.
• Access and Transportation: Accessibility was not available in the early months of the
pandemic. Transportation was also a problem for many who depended on public
transportation.
• Outreach: Important to conduct extensive outreach in minority communities and migrant
communities who work in the fields. There was a lack of trust and hesitancy due, in
some cases, to their status. Needed to reach communities in rural areas in the early
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months that were not near vaccination sites. Also, having bilingual/bicultural individuals
doing the outreach was more effective.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• The vaccine was safe and effective and there would be no long-term effects.
• It would most likely keep you out of the hospital and save your life.
• The vaccine was free and available to everyone, regardless of status. Everyone was
eligible to receive the vaccine.
• There was no charge for the vaccine, and you did not have to have health insurance to
receive it.
• The information collected on individuals would not be used against them or shared with
other government agencies or law enforcement.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
Members regularly posted on Facebook and other social media sites. We also participated in
the Commission’s Real Talk, recording seven to eight videos in Spanish/English that were
posted regularly on social media. Many of our members worked at Hispanic serving community
agencies and nonprofits, so they indicated that flyers, fact cards and other print materials that
were in Spanish/English were effective. This was also true in outreach efforts to rural
communities. The use of local newspapers and radio stations, especially those that were in
Spanish or bilingual, were also utilized and quite effective. However, the key to this outreach
was that it had to be ongoing and continuous to be effective. We also posted a calendar of the
vaccination pop-up clinic events statewide and shared it with all the members.
What community resources did you utilize?
As noted earlier, many of our members either run or work at community and nonprofit agencies.
They were very effective in recruiting their own clients for vaccination clinics held throughout the
community. They also partnered with FQHCs and the Health Department and other community
agencies to hold pop-up clinics for members of their community. For example, LA SED
partnered with the Detroit Health Department to hold six pop-up clinics at their agency for their
clients. Agencies also partnered with other nonprofits, e.g., SER Metro partnered with Clark
Park Coalition and the Detroit Health Department to hold a pop-up clinic. MANA de Michigan
partnered with CHASS (FQHC) and a church in Lincoln Park to hold three pop-up clinics for
their parishioners, especially those with language barriers. The Mexican Consulate held
numerous pop-up clinics with nonprofits and with the health department, as well.
Local newspapers and radio stations were also utilized. Whenever there was an event, e.g.,
festivals, recruitment fairs, etc., we passed out information and made the community aware of
the pop-up clinics and how to schedule vaccination appointments.
Some pop-up clinics were also scheduled at retail establishments that are frequented on the
weekends, e.g., restaurants and grocery stores in Latino communities.
Local schools (Western HS, Detroit) and parks (Clark Park, Detroit) were also utilized for pop-up
clinics and recruitment/scheduling appointments.
Businesses where large numbers of Hispanic employees work scheduled pop-up clinics with the
Health Department (Ideal Steal, Detroit).
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Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
The Latinx workgroup developed a “How to Guide for Conducting a Pop-Up Vaccination Clinic”
(the “Guide”) to help its members plan and hold vaccination clinics in their communities. This
was developed from the actual experiences of the agencies that had been holding the pop-up
clinics. The idea was to help the other members decide whether they could hold these clinics.
The Guide provided step-by-step directions on what was needed and advice on whether to
partner with other agencies and what their space/staff/PPE supplies and material needs would
be for a specific number of vaccinations, starting with 50-100 individuals. Fayrouz Saad, who
was working with other workgroups, indicated that they were interested in using our Guide for
their workgroups. We were pleased and very excited about sharing this with other workgroups.
We also added assigned costs to having a pop-up clinic, since many of the agencies that were
regularly holding them started to incur costs that they had to cover from their own budgets. This
was a concern from many of the agencies since they already had very limited budgets. The
members felt it was urgent that we try to seek funding to help cover these costs to continue to
offer these pop-ups that were so successful in reaching many Latinos in our communities.
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews:
Dr. Felix Valbuena, Eva Garza Dewaelsche, Mexican Consulate
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
We had representatives from across the state who were actively involved in educating our
Latino community and holding pop-up clinics. They were asked to inform Ana so that we could
provide a calendar and distribute it at our monthly meeting and in the Commission’s newsletter.
Several of our members developed personal videos through the Real Talk initiative to be
featured on social media. Members were also actively posting on their Facebook and other
media platforms in both English and Spanish.
We held a town hall with key leaders from the Latino community that was conducted in Spanish
to reach those in the community that had limited or no English-speaking skills and were
generally hard to reach. These were trusted leaders and doctors who could provide valuable
information on the vaccine and where to get it for those that were still hesitant or afraid about
their status or distrusting of the government.
Our workgroup developed a “How to Guide” for setting up pop-up vaccination clinics to help
members set up their own in their respective communities. This guide was shared with other
workgroups.
What were the biggest challenges?
• Access to the vaccine in the early months of the pandemic was the biggest challenge.
• Not having bilingual healthcare providers administering the vaccine so they could explain
the vaccine, answer questions and describe aftereffects and procedures to our
community was a serious problem.
• Educating our community on an on-going basis and ensuring that the materials were in
Spanish. Outreach workers were bilingual to reach many in our community, in rural
areas, factories and employment sites, where many workers did not speak English.
• Gaining the trust from our community to deal with vaccine hesitancy. The most effective
way to do this was for our trusted leaders, community agencies and churches to conduct
these pop-up clinics and outreach activities.
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•
•
•
•

Convincing the community that the vaccine was safe and that there were no long-term
effects. Also, that they did not need health insurance or have to pay for the vaccine.
Many from our community were essential workers and felt they would lose their jobs if
they took off from work. So, until these clinics were held after hours or on weekends, it
was a problem of accessibility.
Many could not take off from work to get vaccines, because they would not get paid for
those hours.
The members were concerned throughout the year that not enough data was collected
for the Latino community. What little data was available was not presented in a timely
manner. Many members felt that it was difficult for our workgroup to plan
events/activities and to determine the needs of specific communities when we just did
not have the actual numbers of vaccinated Latinos for most of last year.

What could we have done differently?
The agencies that were successfully conducting the pop-up clinics should have been provided
funding to cover the costs they incurred so that they could continue these clinics. LA SED
conducted pop-up clinics regularly, serving 200-250 individuals from the community for every
new clinic. When they served 1,500 individuals, they decided that they could no longer afford to
cover the costs associated with the clinics from their own limited budget. The Health
Department or the state should have provided reimbursement for these costs, which were
estimated at approximately $4,000-$5,000 per each Saturday clinic. This is a very small cost
when you consider that 200-250 people were getting vaccinated. They could have continued to
vaccinate many people from the community, because they are a trusted community agency with
a long history in Detroit and serve thousands of individuals annually.
Other agencies that could have held pop-up clinics for their constituents were deterred by the
potential costs to their agencies and not being able to incur these costs with their limited
budgets. Although some funding has become available through the United Way and other
resources in recent months, much time has already passed. The funding was needed earlier.
The Health Department should have focused investing financial resources on the successful
pop-up clinics, instead of setting up many more which, in comparison, only served a few.
The Health Department has many vaccination sites in the Detroit area, but in relation to those in
the Latino community (SW Detroit), it may be more effective to have them at two to three Latino
agencies or churches, instead of at more locations throughout the area. The key is not the
number of locations. It’s that the places where they are being held are trusted by the
community, have bilingual staff that they know and are comfortable with, because they already
have a relationship with them and see them often throughout the year.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
Our workgroup was very actively engaged and well-represented from across the state,
especially from communities that have large Latino populations (Detroit, Grand Rapids, Pontiac
and Flint and the downriver suburbs from Detroit, such as Lincoln Park and Dearborn). We had
members from various backgrounds. Some ran agencies and others worked with our migrant
community and medical personnel, including doctors, university officials and individuals who
work for the government. The diversity, knowledge, involvement and experience of our
members was instrumental in reaching significant numbers in our Latino communities.
Our monthly meetings were also very important. They kept us up to date on this ever-changing
crisis, on current CDC guidelines and on the Governor’s mandates and availability of the
vaccine, so we could share this information with our communities statewide.
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Given the continuing spikes that we have seen with variants of the COVID-19 virus, I hope that
the Governor plans to extend the Commission beyond December 2021.

APA

Chair: Eva Bobby Mukkamala, MD
Staff Manager: Alexander Sahouri
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
Giving people access to high quality information from a source that was trusted or culturally
relevant and giving people appropriate in-language messaging.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
Scientific data. Letting them know that the APA community is the highest percentage population
who are vaccinated; social responsibility messaging “do it for your grandmother”; and nearly
everyone who goes to the hospital now for COVID-19 are those who are unvaccinated.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
Mostly electronic communications. Infographics were reshared more often than other things
posted. Posters were emailed to community organizations.
What community resources did you utilize?
We worked with religious and community groups to amplify the message and distribute
materials.
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
Webinars, town halls, listening sessions, having religious leaders promote getting vaccinated,
relationships within the workgroup to connect people.
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
No, but we collaborated with the larger Protect Michigan Commission, sending them our ideas
and concerns. There was collaboration in shared resources, such as a drive for the Middle
Eastern and APA workgroup and collaboration in language work with the Middle Eastern
workgroup.
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
Dr. Bobby; Amina Ahmed; Tsu-Yin Wu; Sook Wilkinson
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
By connecting with the APA communities across Michigan, we were able to find what worked
and what did not work.
What were the biggest challenges?
Misinformation
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What could we have done differently?
More direct rebuttals of myths that become popular. Better resource allocation.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
We are not done yet and we must continue.

YOUTH

Chair: Dondré D. Young
Staff Manager: Evan Adams
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
Youth who are part of the workgroup indicated that the #MIShottoWin initiative was great, but
partially insulting. They felt that providing an incentive made them question the safety and
efficacy of the three vaccines.
Earlier implementation of mobile vaccination clinics and vaccinations in unique venues. This
was due in part to the lack of funding from the legislature.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Messaging coming from community leaders and representatives.
• More focus on the messenger instead of the messaging.
• Breaking down the clear difference between FDA Emergency Use Authorization and
FDA approval.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
Members of the workgroup used the following:
• Social media posts
o Facebook
o Twitter
o Instagram
o LinkedIn
• Media assets provided by the MDHHS communications team and its contractors.
What community resources did you utilize?
Members of the workgroup collaborated with local units of government and organizations in their
respective communities.
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
Tactics used:
• Town halls
o Youth town hall hosted by MDHHS via Facebook
o Town halls hosted by Flint Millennial Movement via Facebook
• Vaccination Clinic Ride-A-Longs with community members who were identified as
hesitant.
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•
•
•
•

Worked with FEMA Region V Youth Representative (workgroup member) to build a
relationship with the FEMA Region V Equity Team.
Vaccination clinic via a press conference that included student ambassadors who were
recruited from their respective communities.
Invited other workgroup chairs to present to the Youth Advisory workgroup on their
journey to advise the state on vaccination efforts.
Created opportunities to learn from findings of colleagues on other workgroups and in
other states.

Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
The Youth Advisory workgroup collaborated with the following workgroups and/or task forces:
• Michigan Coronavirus Task Force on Racial Disparities – Peer Learning
• Women and Children Advisory Workgroup – Peer Learning
• Faith Advisory Workgroup – Peer Learning/Resource Sharing
• Disability Advisory Workgroup – Peer Learning
• Rural Advisory Workgroup – Peer Learning/Youth Workgroup Liaison
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
Dondré Young
Christina Zerka – Genesee County Protect Michigan Commission Press Conference
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
The Youth Advisory workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts by expanding
our network to increase the number of engaged Michiganders who represent the diversity of our
state and to increase the number of vaccines administered among the 16-30-year-old age
group. The workgroup is comprised of youth (16+), parents, philanthropy, public health (state
and local), healthcare, local community leaders, county leaders, grassroots organizations, camp
community, retail pharmacies, college and university community and other commissions and
task forces of the state of Michigan. The workgroup is comprised of over 70 members.
What were the biggest challenges?
Transition of staff managers
What could we have done differently?
It’s a pandemic. While we had some challenges and opposing opinions on certain matters, I
think we all did the best we could to honor the oath of office that we all took to move the state
forward.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
Beyond working with the organizations, workgroups and task forces associated with the state
and the Commission, the Youth Advisory workgroup built relationships and partnerships with:
• Council of Michigan Foundations
o Community Foundations – Youth Advisory Committee (YAC) Members and
Alumni
• Community Foundation of Greater Flint
• Community Foundation of Southeast Michigan - YAC
• Interfaith Youth Core - Public Religion Research Institute
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FEMA Region V Equity Team/Task Force – Provided update on work of the workgroup
and the Commission
Save Summer 2021

Beyond making recommendations on the communications tactics used to encourage individuals
to get vaccinated, the workgroup made it a best practice to also make policy recommendations.

EDUCATION

Chair: Kristen McDonald Rivet
Staff Manager: Ross Fort
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
Members of the Education workgroup served in multiple capacities of the Commission and
informed the work of multiple workgroups. Barriers identified will be present in the work across
the Children & Families, Labor & Community interfacing activities. The members of the
workgroup shared Governor Whitmer’s goal of moving the state to a space of readiness to
reopen the schools and reactivate in-person learning. This was our primary objective, which we
believed was most realistically achieved by reaching a 70%+ vaccination rate of education and
early education staff. To that end, we recognized the need to address the following barriers:
• Early access to the vaccine distribution networks
• Distrust of government
• Misinformation about the potential side effects of the vaccine
• Fear of necessary sick time while dealing with the unexpected immune response
• Concern about long-term health implications of an “emergency approval” from the FDA
without the due diligence of a fully approved vaccine.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
Key messages varied by education constituency. For example, teachers and administrators
seemed motivated by the connection to re-opening schools and the protective factors provided
by the vaccine. Members of our workgroup reported a more difficult time getting effective
messages to the school para-pros and other support staff. Regardless of the subgroup, the
most effective method was less the message than the messenger. Professionals in the
education system were most influenced by people they had a previous connection with and
trusted. The unions and member associations were important to this effort and were likely
critical pieces in achieving the targeted vaccination rates early in the campaign.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
Education workgroup members generally served across multiple workgroups and fully
embraced the digital materials developed through the full Commission campaign within and
across sectors. The comfort level in using the materials increased substantially as they
expanded to represent the full diversity of the education sector in Michigan. Many workgroup
members became Digital Ambassadors and leveraged their own personal and professional
social media networks.
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List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
Workgroup members created expansive peer-to-peer networks and many focused on the city of
Detroit. Webinars and town halls were also useful throughout the charter school network and in
several small private schools. Direct communication and outreach were most difficult in
northern, rural areas. An example of the type of communication tactics is listed below:
• The July 8th COVID-19 vaccine town hall for parents and families included several expert
panelists. The event was moderated by Veronica McNally, founder of the Franny Strong
Foundation and I Vaccinate, and it included the following panelists:
o Dr. Tisa Johnson-Hooper, MD, Pediatrician, Henry Ford Hospital
Dr. Rosalyn Maben-Feaster, MD, OB-GYN, Michigan Medicine
Cathy Murray, Psychology Teacher, Port Huron Northern High School
Andrea Secrease, Executive Director, Early Learning at Greater Midland
Derrick and Zayd'n Worthey (father and son), This Worthey Life
Dr. Rachel Young, DO, family doctor, McLaren Oakland - Ortonville Family &
Internal Medicine
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
In addition to the event listed above, most Education workgroup members served on other
workgroups, including Labor/Workforce and Children/Families. This allowed for collaborative
efforts on an ongoing basis and important information sharing.
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
• Protect Michigan Commission Education workgroup member, Sherisse Butler,
participated in press conferences/media roundtables.
• With members serving on multiple workgroups, some Education workgroup members
were involved in efforts that we weren’t necessarily aware of, but the Commission’s
communications may have a better understanding of those involved in major activities.
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
Universally, the priority of the members was to reach our vaccination goal of 70% in our
schools. Every member worked diligently to make that happen. Because this priority was shared
by multiple workgroups, we saw a quick escalation of efforts aimed at the education sector.
Education workgroup members were present in events and message delivery around the state
and in multiple ways very early in the campaign. They generated momentum early for effective
measures.
What were the biggest challenges?
• It was hard to determine the specific charge to the Education workgroup with multiple
efforts aimed at the sector. It created a lack of clarity in roles and responsibilities likely
resulting in duplication of meetings and efforts early on.
• Like other workgroups, the misinformation and politicization of the vaccine made
messaging difficult. It seemed that the counter-messages, sowing distrust and anger
outpaced the fact-based campaign in multiple ways, particularly on social media.
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What could we have done differently?
Specific charges to the workgroups with expected deliverables would have provided greater
clarity and allowed the groups to move with greater efficiency and speed, particularly when
constituencies crossed multiple workgroups.

RURAL

Chair: Chuck Lippstreu
Staff Manager: Meredith Smith
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
Barriers for our group changed as the pandemic evolved. In the beginning our top barriers were:
• Getting vaccines to homebound individuals (elderly or people with disabilities). Rural
areas do not have extensive transportation systems, and most do not have dollars for
mobile vaccine centers.
• Getting information to those without internet. 211 is great, but we need cell phone and
billboard messaging, as well.
• Providing two dose vaccines to migrant workers. Many workers move around to different
farms, making it difficult to provide a second dose.
As the pandemic progressed and the above barriers were addressed, we saw:
• Concerns around fertility and pregnancy. There is not enough research in this area and
people are becoming more hesitant.
• A lot of people in the rural community are anti-vaccine. It is difficult to change views of
those who have already made up their mind. On the other hand, there is a small
population who have anti-vaccine views but are trying to get a vaccine in secret.
• People are confused about the antibodies. Some in the community are saying because
they had COVID-19, they now have antibodies to protect them against the vaccine and
no longer need to receive it.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• The most effective information was disseminated through local church groups and local
senior centers.
• The MI Shot to Win campaign did have some effect, but it needed to be sooner when the
vaccine clinics were running full force. Once the CDC did the sudden ‘about face’ in
May, the clinics almost immediately stopped.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
Members used social media posts, testimonial videos and fact cards.
What community resources did you utilize?
Members worked with local churches and community groups to get people vaccinated. Once
mobile clinics became more available, we were able to get more people vaccinated.
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
Members assembled their own vaccine clinics at local festivals and fairs to get more people
vaccinated. Universities in our group (MSU and Northern) implemented incentives to get
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students and faculty vaccinated. Some groups implemented prizes (such as gift cards) to get
people vaccinated. What worked best in our communities was word of mouth.
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
Not to my knowledge.
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
Chuck Lippstreau had several interviews with agriculture media outlets about the vaccine
strategy and the importance of getting vaccinated.
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
We had workgroup members representing all areas of the rural community, including migrant
worker advocacy groups, agriculture employers, local health departments, universities, schools
and more. They each brought a unique perspective to the group. Members focused on getting
communications out through their organizations. We had an agriculture letter of support from
agri-business groups; many clinics were hosted by local health departments, advocacy groups
and other organizations; and information sharing. The workgroup was very boots on the ground
in their area, rather than having a collective workgroup approach.
What were the biggest challenges?
Rural Michigan is a broad group encompassing most of the state and many different
communities. It was challenging to focus on one community and have a one size fits all
message. Our workgroup focused on information sharing, as well as developing solutions to
help members of the workgroup promote the vaccine in their area. One of our biggest
challenges was anti-vaccine propaganda, as well as convincing people that the vaccine is safe,
especially for pregnant women. We also saw animosity in the agriculture workforce between
those vaccinated and those who are not vaccinated. Vaccinated individuals tended to pick up
shifts of workers who were out because of COVID-19, especially among the unvaccinated
population.
What could we have done differently?
There could have been more focus on rural Michigan with key individuals in the communities
getting the vaccine or speaking about it. It was difficult for members to combat misinformation. A
few rural communities received anti-vaccine mailers. It would have been helpful for them to
receive relevant vaccine information in the mail. Also, we could have used mobile clinics earlier
in the year when people were clamoring for the vaccine.

MIDDLE EASTERN

Chair: Zafer Obeid, M.D.
Staff Manager: Alexander Sahouri
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
Misinformation on WhatsApp and other social media apps; the rapidity of the changing of
information; lack of final approval from FDA; not including MEA community in the market
research of vaccine hesitancy; few religious leaders signing exceptions and not supporting
vaccinations.
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What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
Telling others how they got the vaccine; sharing stories of vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals; “Summer Essentials: Sunscreen and Vaccine”; “Teta Said So”; “Hug your Teta”
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
Billboards; “Myth Buster” videos; radio interviews; social media posts
What community resources did you utilize?
ACCESS; Arab American and Chaldean Council; Ascension Health System; Chaldean Ladies of
Charity; Huna Michigan Radio; US Arab Radio; The Voice of Middle East
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
Webinars; video testimonials; town halls; peer-to peer; addressing the language barriers and
meeting people to get vaccinated via mobile clinics
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
We tried and didn’t get a response from the other workgroup
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
Zafer Obeid, M.D.
Evone Barkho, M.D.
Madiha Tariq
Farah Jalloul
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
Evening Ramadan clinics; doing translations; spreading the word in the MEA community; having
professionals dispel myths from social media; collaborating with hospitals and health systems.
What were the biggest challenges?
Vaccine hesitancy, misinformation, lack of budget
What could we have done differently?
More resources were needed for the workgroup. A lot of things needed to be outsourced. Better
connection with the Commission’s contractors.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
The workgroup is proud of the work we did.
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Chair: Dan Hurley, Michigan Association of State Universities
Staff Manager: Brandy Johnson, Office of Sixty by 30, LEO
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16? What were the biggest challenges?
• Belief that young people do not need the vaccine, because they are less vulnerable
• Political divisions on the vaccine, including the legislature’s strong opposition to vaccine
mandates on campus
• Timing – The vaccine was not widely available before the semester ended in April and
students are a transient population
• Misinformation about the vaccine
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Incentives for students getting vaccinated
• This is the way to return to normal
• Don’t just do this for yourself -- do this for your friends and your family
• The vaccine is safe and effective
• It’s just a shot
• It’s required to live on campus
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Infographics
• Videos that were sharable on social media that featured young people
• FAQs
What community resources did you utilize?
• County Health Department mass vaccination clinics
• Local media/social media campaign
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• Campus mandate
• Required weekly testing for those not vaccinated and scheduling testing times very early
in the morning to make it inconvenient
• Financial incentives
• Easy access to vaccines on campus
• Stressing science, social responsibility and a return to normality
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
No
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
Dan Hurley, CEO, Michigan Association of State Universities
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How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
• Brainstorming ideas for providing vaccination incentives to students and sharing ideas
among campuses
• Sharing successes, resources and challenges around vaccination policies
What could we have done differently?
• The size of the Commission was unwieldy and there were times I couldn't get on the
larger group calls. Often, I felt like the information that was shared from speakers was
widely available publicly and not a great use of my time. The workgroup was much more
targeted and effective.
• Finding ways earlier to develop unified stances regarding vaccines and other public
health measures would have been helpful.
• Had ways for workgroup members to offer thoughts/concerns outside of our workgroup. I
attended almost every large group meeting of the Commission, but there was never time
to voice my opinion, only to ask a question. I understand why it was necessarily topdown, but that type of leadership left out the potential for ideas, especially if one's voice
was marginalized in their own workgroup.
• Involvement from more faculty at college campuses.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
• Our workgroup wanted to express that it was our greatest pleasure to serve in this
capacity and we thank the Protect Michigan Commission for giving its citizens this
opportunity.

HEALTHCARE

Chair: Missie Holmquist
Staff Manager: Kirsten Simmons & Juwon Harris
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Combating misinformation
• Fertility concerns
• Lack of transportation
• Identification requirements
• Politicization of the vaccine
• Lack of trust in research
• Cultural mistrust
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Addressing misinformation
• Addressing side effect concerns
• Doctors/healthcare providers as trusted advisors
• Wear your mask, wash your hands, watch your distance (Saginaw)
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Fertility and pregnancy fact cards
• ID requirement fact cards
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Side effects fact cards
Communications toolkit via social media

What community resources did you utilize?
• Vaccination clinic partnerships
o LHD, pharmacy, National Guard, Community Foundation, hospitals/medical
healthcare systems, schools, businesses, local Medical Service Corp.
• Clinic volunteers
• (Digital) ambassadors
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• Fact card development
• Shared messaging best practices
• Shared webinar opportunities
• Sharing videos/resources among personal networks
• Weekly Facebook Live sessions to keep community connected and informed
• University-led town halls (e.g., WSU alumni association)
• Community collaborations (e.g., nursing programs, medical service corps)
• Phone banks (e.g., 2.5 hr. Saginaw sessions)
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
• Disabilities
• Youth
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
• Janey Joffee acted as proxy for Melissa Holmquist and participated in the Commission’s
Upper Peninsula COVID-19 Update Roundtable on 4/15/2021. The purpose of the press
conference was to provide Michiganders with localized information on the status of
Michigan’s campaign to get vaccinated. Each panelist discussed broad campaign efforts
to encourage vaccine uptake, along with community clinic activities.
• Dr. Pruitt - I was contacted by the State of Michigan to do a commercial. I assumed it
was due to my work on the Commission.
• Tonino – included in press release as vaccinator for one of the first LTCF vaccine
recipients.
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
• Messaging around barriers
o Fact card feedback
• Vaccine clinic collaborations
o Nursing students
o College of pharmacy students
o RN vaccination at LTCF
What were the biggest challenges?
• Messaging to physicians regarding vaccinations and vaccination efforts
• Politicization of vaccination
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Vaccination storage and handling
o Lack of provider enrollment among primary care physicians
Transportation access

What could we have done differently?
• Spreading out Healthcare Leaders workgroup members among other Commission
workgroups. There were good conversations and actions, but quite a bit of overlap in
challenge and opportunities, so the group members also could have acted as the
healthcare or public health voice in other groups.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
• Brainstorming pediatric vaccinations preparation
o Volunteer mobilization
• New relationships as infrastructure moving forward

SENIOR

Chair: Surae Eaton, MD
Staff Manager: Kristina Leonardi
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Misinformation - numerous
• Access for the homebound and transportation for others
• Fear in the Black community of the process
• Lack of trust in the data provided (e.g., myth that every death is considered a COVID-19
death, reliability of vaccine)
• People are unsure of the vaccine, because it hasn’t been out for very long and the
perception is that it hasn’t been tested
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
Peer-to-peer communication and real testimonials. Webinars that presented the science. Older
adult town hall was very well attended and reached a lot of people. AARP Real Possibilities
Show – had several Commission members participate to share their experiences. Innovation
that worked for the individual community to reach out to seniors in a way that worked best for
that community, e.g., Vaccine Ambassadors in Calhoun County.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Posting of fact cards on Facebook, at town halls, hub dialers with AARP (calling seniors
to discuss getting the vaccine), billboards, t-shirts, door knocking
• Video testimonials, directing people to the COVID-19 vaccine website and 211, digital
ambassadors
• Calhoun County also developed a Vaccine Ambassador Messaging Handbook that was
utilized by other workgroups
• Contacting congresspeople to encourage others to be vaccinated
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What community resources did you utilize?
Area Agencies on Aging, AARP, health departments, churches and senior centers, VA,
universities, hosting seminars and sessions with partners, partnering with FQHCs and homehealth agencies to vaccinate homebound individuals
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
In addition to the above communication materials, there were food drives, lunch and learn
activities, church partnerships, equitable access by meeting individuals at their workplace,
churches, seminars and sessions, fairs and festivals.
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
Not directly, however, Calhoun County shared the handbook that they developed with other
workgroups.
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews
Karla Fales – CareWell Services Agency on Aging
Charlie Olszewski – Retired Professor Engineering Management
Surae Eaton, MD – Retired Family Physician
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
Each county represented had individuals and/or organizations that worked individually or
cooperatively to aid in the vaccination efforts and innovated to meet the needs of the local
community. Partnering with organizations, such as FQHCs and home-health agencies in some
regions, to vaccinate homebound individuals.
What were the biggest challenges?
Members of the workgroup represented different parts of the state, so being able to do a
collective program was a challenge. There were individuals that worked with Area Agencies on
Aging (AAAs) or senior centers that were able to do some interventions that retired individuals
were not able to do by themselves.
What could we have done differently?
Perhaps have the communication teamwork with each workgroup to develop more outreach
materials specific to the population. It would be great if we had started with the end goal of
having a product that could have been delivered consistently across every county relevant to
the community served (e.g., a tool kit for all senior centers, commissions on aging and area
agencies on aging).
It would have been helpful if the funding was available to more diverse organizations. For
example, funding may have been provided to an area agency on aging, but not to the senior
center. Consider having more vaccination clinics at senior centers.
If another workgroup was doing a webinar, for example, it would be helpful to share it with all
the workgroups in their community (maybe via a regular newsletter sent to all workgroup
members).
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Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
Despite the challenges that we encountered, the seniors in the state were among the highest
percentage of vaccinated individuals. We are very proud of the work that each community did in
reaching out to our seniors and the impact that it has had.

DISABILITY

Chair: Tim Hileman
Staff Manager: Annie Urasky
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Lack of information on how to find people with disabilities who have minimal connections
with service systems to offer them vaccinations
• Lack of workgroup authority to help the state take policy positions or advance policy
changes
• Early on: Transportation barriers for homebound Michiganders and vaccine supply
issues
• Education regarding vaccine hesitancy and safety of vaccine
• Lack of information about how people with disabilities are doing with regard to both
COVID-19 transmission rates and vaccination access rates. The state does not collect
this data, so we don’t have a good grasp of the scope of work facing us.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Workgroup facilitation has been open and supportive; good information shared on
current statewide efforts to promote vaccination in media campaigns.
• Workgroup members were helpful in connecting resources within state government to
apply testing accessibility standards to vaccination advocacy. We were not able to
measure the impact on accessibility or use of the resources so we could do more of that.
• Sharing experiences directly from peers and community members with disabilities who
safely and successfully received the vaccine.
• Disseminating accessible information in multiple formats (newsletters, social media
posts).
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• COVID-19 fact cards
• ASL resources on the state COVID-19 resources page
• Links related to vaccine clinics
• Digital ambassador posts/links
• Guidelines & Best Practices for Accessibility at Michigan Vaccination Sites
What community resources did you utilize?
• Autism Alliance of Michigan training video and links to information regarding vaccine
clinics
• Commission disability resources
• 211
• State of Michigan COVID-19 hotline
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Georgia Tech Accessible COVID-19 Resources

List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• PMC Disability town hall released May 2021
• ASL video interview with a Black deaf Detroit resident on the vaccine experience at Ford
Field with The Daily Moth and other local news networks
• Created vaccine administration video for providers
• Linked multiple disability agencies with vaccine supply/FQHC/local health departments
• Provided regular updates to encompass Michigan members to reach statewide network
of Community Rehabilitation Organizations across Michigan
• Encouraged community members to participate in My Why video testimonials
• Monthly community-based organization meetings for information sharing
• Special Olympics Michigan added mobile COVID-19 sites at all state events
encouraging all athletes, coaches and spectators to get vaccinated
• Encouraging local community organizations to sign up for mobile sites or pop-up clinics
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
Our workgroup provided disability stakeholder input on Guidelines & Best Practices for
Accessibility at Michigan Vaccination Sites in partnership with MDHHS.
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
Chair Tim Hileman
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
Raising and bringing concerns to other workgroups, collectively identifying solutions and options
to identified barriers, sharing information with community members.
What were the biggest challenges?
Some concerns didn’t feel like they were effectively addressed; request for data; linking
disability agencies with vaccine supply early in vaccine efforts

VETERANS

Chair: Erika Hoover with Michigan Veterans Affairs Agency (Navy Veteran)
Staff Manager: Julie Cortright with MVAA
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Limited supply of vaccine at start of vaccination efforts.
• The VA medical facilities were not able to vaccinate those that were not initially
registered and enrolled with the Veterans Health Administration. Legislatively at the
federal level this was changed, but many veterans waited until the vaccination was
available to their spouse and they delayed obtaining their vaccine, even if it was
available at the VA.
• Veterans (especially college age) have distrust in the vaccine, including concerns on
long-term impact on fertility.
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Getting veterans to sign up for vaccine clinics. We were able to utilize same day
registration to fill our vaccine spots and ended up vaccinating more non-veterans than
veterans.

What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Testimonials from peers and those respected within the veteran community. The most
positive feedback received from our workgroup was our Facebook Live event, which
featured testimonials from veterans. In addition, Facebook Live featured a pharmacist
from the Battle Creek VA medical facility and a trust physician from the Commission.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Our workgroup promoted all materials and communications that were disseminated by
the Commission.
• Graphic specific to veterans for the MI Shot to Win.
What community resources did you utilize?
• Our workgroup was able to form partnerships with 211 to help schedule and answer
phone calls for veterans regarding vaccination clinics. We still have the option live on our
1-800-MICH-VET hotline. Press 6 and get connected to a vaccine clinic.
• We collaborated with Veteran-Friendly Schools and strengthened relationships
throughout the state. This was helpful in creating a survey for the colleges and
universities (specific to the veteran population) so they could understand vaccine
hesitancy.
• Partnered with various volunteer organizations to provide additional help at vaccine
clinics.
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• Huddles weekly at first with the Public Affairs Officers for each of the five medical
facilities
• Facebook Live event
• Hosting two vaccine clinics and the second dose follow-up clinics
• Ensuring vaccinations were available at the Veteran Resource Deployment Event on
9/10/21 in Muskegon
• Survey to post-secondary education veterans
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
• We did collaborate with another workgroup for a medical expert on our Facebook Live
event.
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
• Julie Cortright, Erika Hoover and the MVAA Senior Veteran Community Engagement
Officers for the UP and Detroit
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
• By assisting with providing factual and scientifically proven information, including the
items below:
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o
o
o
o

The vaccines are highly effective and safe
The quickest way for life to return to normal is for most people to get vaccinated
Millions of people have safely been vaccinated
There is no cost to get the vaccine

What were the biggest challenges?
• When the incentives launched MI Shot to Win, our workgroup received a lot of negative
feedback, since it was not set up to be veteran friendly. We did work with the
Commission to provide a work around; however, it required additional steps for our
veterans and our service members (many of whom had been on active orders to staff
vaccine clinics).
What could we have done differently?
• See above for biggest challenges and negative feedback we received from our veterans.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
• Thank you for setting up these workgroups. It has been a great experience and it has
been a useful platform to share information that is factual and scientifically proven
regarding the vaccination efforts within Michigan.
• The Veteran workgroup helped vaccinate over 500 people through our vaccine clinics
and were able to work side by side with the VA to get effective communication to the
veteran community.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Chair: Karin Gyger
Staff Manager: Karin Gyger

What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Workgroup members stated that the vaccine has become a political issue, and any
outreach/messaging to overcome that would be valuable.
• Initially, poor user experiences for those trying to sign up for appointments online, which
is potentially a bigger barrier for people who are less tech-savvy.
• Differences in processing county-by-county/health system-by-health system/pharmacy
chain-by-pharmacy chain. A standard statewide process would alleviate confusion and
make it easier to communicate to stakeholders across the state.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Dispelling myths
• Addressing concerns from minority groups
• Reinforcing the need to maintain social distancing after receiving the vaccine without
causing fear about its effectiveness
• Addressing the efficacy of the vaccine related to emerging virus strains
• Addressing concerns about side effects, including allergic reactions
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Social media posts
• Messaging/FAQs/vaccine cards about side effects
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Note: Workgroup members are promoting the vaccine to their employees/member
organizations, but many did not feel comfortable promoting it to their members’
customers

What community resources did you utilize?
• N/A
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• Shared resources to workgroup members and financial institutions to encourage
vaccination/dispel myths
• Director Hertel spoke at a meeting of bank CEOs, which was well-received
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
• No
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
• N/A
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
• This workgroup helped ensure that the insurance and financial services industries were
kept in the loop on the state’s vaccination efforts.
• Workgroup members expressed a willingness to support vaccine rollout efforts, but their
resources ended up not being needed as the vaccine became more widely available.
The collaboration with these industries was appreciated.
What were the biggest challenges?
• Many workgroup members did not feel comfortable promoting the vaccine to their
members’ customers, because the vaccine became a political issue.
What could we have done differently?
• Overall, we were happy with the support and resources available, but we would ask that
more subject matter experts participate in meetings/answer questions.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
• DIFS and the industries we regulate appreciate the opportunity to support and engage in
this important effort!

FAITH BASED

Chair: Lea Luger
Staff Manager: Dion Williams
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Misinformation coming from social media
• People having adverse reactions to the vaccine
• Distrust
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The fear of the unknown/lasting effects of the vaccine
Transportation

What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
Having those trusted in the trenches (church leadership, volunteer centers, etc.) promote the
vaccine.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Dion Williams made them available, but the one-on-one conversations are most
effective.
• Flyers and social media postings had some impact.
What community resources did you utilize?
Partnerships with other organizations to arrange for pop-up clinics at neighborhood sites,
commercials, printed materials, our faith-based sites being vaccine sites
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
Facebook, flyers posted, appeal to personal network
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
Protect Michigan Commission Youth Group
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
Dr. Duckworth was in a TV commercial
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
Sharing ideas, frustrations, etc.
What were the biggest challenges?
Disinterest and the fact that the discussion was always the same – how to get people
vaccinated.
What could we have done differently?
Far less meetings with the same discussion; bigger groups, perhaps
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
I’m pleased to have participated, because I met a few wonderful people. I believe the net result
would have been the same (in terms of how many people we personally reached to get
vaccinated) without the meetings.
Our trusted sites should have been included from the very beginning and not after the mass
vaccination sites failed to reach those with disadvantages. The hesitant crowd is totally different
from those who rushed to get vaccinated and now we are challenged to convince and persuade
people to get vaccinated. I only wonder what impact we could have had on the hesitant crowd if
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our sites would have been included in the initial rollout of the vaccines. Trusted sites are
preferred over Ford Field and TCF.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Chair: Dierdre Waterman, Mayor Pontiac
Staff Manager: Korey Hall
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Scarcity of vaccine
• Distribution
o Coordination of plans
o Addressing barriers to access
• Communication
o Educating the community stakeholders
• Data collection
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Wearing masks gets us back to normal
• Vaccinations save lives
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Facebook posts
• Editorials in local periodicals/newspapers, etc.
• Educational information in local government updates
• Electronic/virtual updates
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• Regional polling to determine where regions (cities, counties, townships, organizations)
are on protocols. Ascertain if there are “best practices” that other areas or regions can
use.
• Disseminate the Commission’s communication materials to their internal stakeholder
groups.
• Access communications with their individual local health departments.
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
• No
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
• Mayor Deirdre Waterman
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How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
• Local government workgroup hosted a webinar and virtual town hall meeting to inform its
various constituencies on the importance of wearing masks and getting the vaccine.
These events were focused on the local municipalities throughout the state.
What were the biggest challenges?
• Staying consistent with messaging, since information received kept changing
• Working and identifying champions/challenges in specific local governmental areas
What could we have done differently?
• Educating community/local government stakeholders in a way that was less political
• Build more community trust in science
• Bring in a more diverse group of associations and organizational units to act as
validators

LABOR AND WORKFORCE
Chair: Mike Shoudy
Staff Manager: Eli Isaguirre

What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Access in the beginning
• Misinformation (however less of an issue than general public)
• Young people feel invincible
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Educators were prioritized because of the importance of in-person education
• Protect your loved ones/protect yourself
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Internal communications regarding access and educators being prioritized
• Facebook fact cards, individual/organizational posts, digital flyers and social media as a
whole
What community resources did you utilize?
• Through Building Tradesman Paper, local information, state building & construction
trades, AFL-CIO, personal testimonials
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• Internal communications
• Webinars
• Town halls with Dr. J and other leaders
• Peer-to-peer
• Union meetings
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Social media posts
Local websites and news articles

Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
Not specifically
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
• Carlo Castiglione
• Jeremy Garza
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
• High vaccination rates for organized labor
• Targeted vaccination clinics at worksites
What were the biggest challenges?
• Trying to push back against misinformation
What could we have done differently?
• The roll out was rough. We were learning as we were going and readjusted as we
learned more. Changing tactics was needed but sent many mixed signals.
Anything else you think is important to share about your workgroup’s efforts?
• We could have tried to use more of the essential workers as messengers beyond the
healthcare individuals on the front lines. Many trade members continued to work to keep
things open and moving. Their stories could have helped.

BUSINESS

Chair: Dolf Van Amerfoort, Stellantis
Staff Manager: Kerry Ebersole & Monica Chrzaszcz
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Increasing vaccine uptake
• Addressing vaccine hesitancy
• Easing concerns about transmission in the workplace
• Providing onsite vaccine clinics
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
Small Business Association of Michigan (SBAM) was able to reach out to Michigan’s rural and
conservative residents with low vaccination numbers, communicated the safety and efficacy of
the vaccine and encouraged them to get the vaccine.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Fact cards
• Infographics
• Newsletter sample content
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List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
On-site vaccine clinics with incentives, such as a free lunch, parties and/or gift cards
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
Workgroup members collaborated with fellow workgroups on incentivizing vaccination clinics to
help with promotion and overall vaccine uptake.
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
• Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
• Michigan Chamber of Commerce
• Business Leaders for Michigan
• SBAM
What does your workgroup think is its greatest accomplishment?
Provided a “how to” guide to businesses that wanted to offer a vaccination clinic on-site.
What community resources did you utilize?
Vaccine Resources
Our workgroup used the Commission’s toolkit and vaccine materials from the Health Action
Alliance. We shared and promoted vaccinefinder.org as a resource to locate the vaccine.
Onsite Vaccinations
We disseminated a toolkit with information for employers to host onsite clinics, which included
partnering with Meijer, Walgreens and Rite Aid and offering the opportunity for employers to
request onsite vaccinations. We had employer associations share this far and wide.
Social Media
Companies and networks shared social media information, which could be customized and
shared with individual networks.
What were the biggest challenges?
The workgroup was focused on increasing vaccine uptake throughout Michigan.
What could we have done differently?
Given all the circumstances, there isn’t much the workgroup could have done differently.
Perhaps including Sean Egan, Deputy Director from the Michigan Department of Labor and
Economic Opportunity (LEO), to discuss workplace regulations and brainstorming with the
workgroup. However, the workgroup did have a cross-section of representatives with LEO
representatives and the Commission.

LGBTQ

Chair: Erin Knott
Staff Manager: Eli Isaguirre
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
• Access in the beginning
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Lack of trust in the healthcare system
Misinformation

What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
• Protect others who may not be as healthy as you
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
• Social posts
• Testimonial videos
• Fact cards
What community resources did you utilize?
• Toolkit
List the various tactics your workgroup used to address barriers and encourage
vaccinations. Examples: webinars, town halls, peer-to-peer, video testimonials, phone
banks, etc.
• Internal communications
• Webinars
• Town halls with Dr. J and other leaders
• Peer-to-peer
• Social media posts
• Local websites and news articles
• Testimonials
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
No
List workgroup members who represented the Commission and participated in press
conferences and/or media interviews.
• Erin Knott
• Andrea Thorek
• Katie Scott
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
• Targeted vaccination clinics
• Helped recruit individuals for commercials
What were the biggest challenges?
• Lack of trust in the healthcare system
• Lack of internet access to sign up for appointments
What could we have done differently?
• More consistent meetings
• Started targeting younger individuals earlier
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AFRICAN AMERICAN

Chair: Charles E. Williams II
Staff Manager: Camara Lewis
What were the top 3-5 barriers your group identified in trying to meet the state’s goal of
vaccinating 70% of Michiganders over age 16?
Getting the vaccines to the neighborhood was quite challenging. Many of the members felt that
both the state and federal governments were very invested in the mass vaccination sites and
that this delayed the community site vaccinations. For instance, the state hosted neighborhood
testing in August 2020, but vaccines were not available at these testing sites until September
2021.
What were the most effective messages that resonated with your constituency?
The Black Clergy MDHHS video was very good and extremely helpful. Many of the group
members saw the need for more opportunities to get more grassroots-level leaders also
speaking in plain terms around the necessity of the vaccine.
What communication materials did your workgroup utilize? Example: fact cards,
Facebook posts, flyers, etc.
The Michigan COVID-19 Dashboard was very helpful. We did utilize social media. However, we
could have benefited from utilizing sponsorship ads on social media. Although it was utilized for
the Black Clergy MDHHS commercial.
Did your workgroup collaborate with another workgroup on any of the tactics you listed?
N/A
How do you feel your workgroup best contributed to the state’s vaccination efforts?
The African American Workgroup saw its role as a promoter of vaccines but more importantly as
a think tank to overcome hesitancy and make suggestions to broaden access to vaccines.
What community resources did you utilize?
• Neighborhood meetings
• Constituent Organization Zooms i.e. NAACP, NAN, etc.
• Church organizations i.e. Council of Baptist Pastors of Detroit and Vicinity
What were the biggest challenges?
The biggest challenge was to get the neighborhood testing sites turned over to vaccine sites.
This is mainly because the state legislature was holding up the resources to outfit the
neighborhood testing sites with vaccines and staff.
What could we have done differently?
The African American workgroup requested several meetings with the chief health officer. We
were denied. It would have been very helpful to fill the request made by the African American
Workgroup so that we could communicate not just in the large group but also directly to the
decision makers.
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REPORT TO GOVERNOR GRETCHEN WHITMER
EARNED MEDIA COVERAGE 2021

MEDIA COVERAGE GENERATED PRIMARILY BY PUBLIC
RELATIONS PARTNERS
DECEMBER 2020

______________________________________________
“COVID vaccine for Michigan health workers may arrive by next week”
Bridge Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.25M

“Michigan health worker, senior facilities likely first for COVID vaccine”
Bridge Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.26M

“Six things to know about the safety of the leading COVID vaccines”
Bridge Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.26M

Michigan's top doctor: COVID-19 brings ‘the most massive vaccination effort in a century”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 37K

“As COVID vaccine nears, Michigan calibrates pitch to wary African Americans”
Bridge Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 313K

“Challenges ahead for distributing COVID-19 vaccines in Detroit, Michigan; a chat with the
Oakland County attorney who runs the IVaccinate.org campaign”
Crain’s Detroit Rising Podcast
Click here to read story
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“Khaldun to employers: You might not want to get your whole workforce vaccinated at once”
Crain’s Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 562K

“COVID vaccine tracker: What we know about how it will roll out in Michigan”
Crain’s Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 41K

“Interview with Dr. Joneigh S. Khaldun, Michigan Department of Health and Human Services”
Latino Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 14K

“COVID-19 vaccinations have officially started at Michigan hospitals”
WILX 10
Click here to read story
Reach: 446K

“COVID Vaccinations Start in Michigan Hospitals”
94.9 WSJM
Click here to read story
Reach: 25K

“First Michigander gets COVID-19 vaccine: ‘I’ve been more than ready to do this’
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 37K

“’A historic milestone': COVID-19 vaccinations started Monday at Michigan hospitals”
WWJ News Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 8K

“First COVID-19 vaccinations administered in Michigan”
The Detroit News
Click here to read story
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Reach: 126K

“COVID-19 vaccinations today started at Michigan hospitals”
FOX 47 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 9.6K

“A Measure of Hope: All You Need to Know About the COVID-19 Vaccine”
Michigan Chronicle
Click here to read story
Reach: 55.9K

“Finley: Take vaccine, or take the consequences”
The Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.3k

“Long-term physical damages of virus concern health official”
The Eagle
Click here to read story
Reach: 184

“COVID-19 vaccines arrive at Michigan hospitals, Wayne County”
Arab American News
Click here to read story
Reach: 22K

“De Mujer A Mujer (From Woman to Woman) -- interview with Dr. Khaldun December 2020
Issue”
Latino Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.4K

“Opinion: How to celebrate holidays an prevent COVID-19 spread”
The Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 77
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“The New COVID-19 Vaccines Will Save Lives”
Michigan Chronicle
Click here to read story
Reach: 3.15M

“Taking the Vaccine”
Telegram Newspaper
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.2K

“Opinion: How our Detroit campus is combating COVID-19"
The Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 77

“Wayne State president: Black people must overcome fear of COVID-19 vaccine”
The Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 11.9K

JANUARY

______________________________________________
“Holland Mayor Nathan Bocks calls on community to ‘step up,’ get vaccinated”
Holland Sentinel
Click here to read story
Reach: 170K

“Michigan to host series of COVID-19 vaccine virtual town halls”
FOX 47 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 117K

“Michigan to host series of COVID-19 vaccine virtual town halls”
WXYZ Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.67M
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“State To Hold COVID Vaccine Virtual Town Hall This Week”
WSJM
Click here to read story
Reach: 21K

“State of Michigan hosting series of virtual town halls about COVID-19 vaccine”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 357K

“Faith leaders to encourage COVID-19 vaccine during town hall”
WOOD TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.06M

“Michigan leaders hosting virtual town hall to encourage COVID-19 vaccinations in minority
communities”
FOX 47 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 9.6K

“Opinion | I’m a Black doctor. Here’s why we all should take the COVID vaccine”
Bridge Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 11K

“Opinion: COVID-19 vaccine is a game-changer that can stop the pandemic”
The Detroit News
Click here to read this story
Reach: 393

“Brighton man appointed to Protect Michigan Commission”
The Livingston Post
Click here to read story
Reach: 9K

“Vail, Dobies among those appointed by Gov. Whitmer to the Protect Michigan Commission”
WILX 10
Click here to read story
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Reach: 691K

“Jackson Mayor Derek Dobies appointed by Governor Whitmer to Protect Michigan
Commission”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 357K

“Spoiler Alert- The Vaccine is Safe”
Lite 96.3
Click here to read story
Reach: 780

“Dearborn Fire Chief Appointed to Protect Michigan Commission”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 69M

“Governor Names Battle Creek Mayor Behnke to Virus Panel”
WBCK 95.3
Click here to read story
Reach: 99K

“Members named to commission”
Mining Journal
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.7K

“Dearborn Fire Chief Appointed to Protect Michigan Commission”
Patch Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 14K

“Dearborn Fire Chief appointed to state commission aimed at raising awareness about the
COVID-19 vaccine”
Arab American News
Click here to read story
Reach: 15K
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“Whitmer appoints Vail to ‘Protect Michigan’ Commission”
Lansing City Pulse
Click here to read story
Reach: 71K

“Murray appointed to state commission aimed at raising awareness about COVID-19 vaccine”
Down River Sunday Times
Click here to read story
Reach: 2K

“New pandemic order reinstates indoor dining and new initiatives to combat food insecurity –
The Collegiate Live”
The Collegiate Live
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.8K

“Vaccine disbursement no simple matter”
Cadillac News
Click here to read story
Reach: 65K

“Protect Michigan Commission hold first meeting, highlights COVID-19 vaccine stretgy in
Michigan”
Upper Michigan Source
Click here to read story
Reach: 375K

“Commission highlights state’s vaccine strategy”
WNEM
Click here to read story
Reach: 322K

“State commission: Strategy will help distribute and administer COVID-19 vaccine as quickly as
possible”
The Macomb Daily
Click here to read story
Reach: 140K
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“State commission: Strategy will help distribute and administer COVID-19 vaccine as quickly as
possible”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 237K

“State commission: Strategy will help distribute and administer COVID-19 vaccine as quickly as
possible”
The Morning Sun
Click here to read story
Reach: 105K

“State commission: Strategy will help distribute and administer COVID-19 vaccine as quickly as
possible”
Press and Guide
Click here to read story
Reach: 63K

“State commission: Strategy will help distribute and administer COVID-19 vaccine as quickly as
possible”
The Daily Tribune
Click here to read story
Reach: 17.9K

“Protect Michigan Commission sets goal of vaccinating 70% of Michiganders age 16 and older
ASAP”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 357K

“Saginaw, Flint leaders among Whitmer appointees to increase COVID-19 vaccine awareness”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.7M

“Michigan averages more than 1,600 cases over five days as over 1,700 cases reported Friday”
Macomb Daily
Click here to read story
Reach: 140K
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“Michigan averages more than 1,600 cases over five days as over 1,700 cases reported Friday”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 237K

“Michigan averages more than 1,600 cases over five days as over 1,700 cases reported Friday”
Daily Tribune
Click here to read story
Reach: 17.9K

“Michigan averages more than 1,600 cases over five days as over 1,700 cases reported Friday”
The Morning Sun
Click here to read story
Reach: 105K

“Michigan adds 1700 new cases, 6 deaths due to COVID-19"
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 357K

“Less than 1,400 new COVID-19 cases in Michigan lower than weekly totals”
The Morning Sun
Click here to read story
Reach: 105.3K

“Less than 1,400 new COVID-19 cases in Michigan lower than weekly totals”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 237K

“Less than 1,400 new COVID-19 cases in Michigan lower than weekly totals”
The Daily Tribune
Click here to read story
Reach: 17K

“Less than 1,400 new COVID-19 cases in Michigan lower than weekly totals”
The Macomb Daily
Click here to read story
Reach: 140K
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FEBRUARY

____________________________________________
“COVID-19: US State Policy Report— January- February 1, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

“COVID-19: US State Policy Report— February 2, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

“Guest Column: Choosing an End to COVID”
The Detroit Jewish News
Click here to read story
Reach: 51K

“COVID-19: US State Policy Report — February 3, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

“COVID-19 Town Hall coincides with State of the City address”
Lansing City Pulse
Click here to read story
Reach: 71K

“Letter to the editor: Health official: ‘Anyone who wants the vaccine, will receive it’”
The Morning Sun
Click here to read story
Reach: 139K

“Hope on the horizon”
Tuscola Today
Click here to read story
Reach: 290
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“COVID-19: US State Policy Report – February 4, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

“Kalamazoo City Commissioner Erin Knott part of statewide COVID-19 vaccine education effort”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.3M

“Detroit pastor encourages Black community to get COVID vaccine, offers help to those in
need”
Click on Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 3M

“COVID-19: US State Policy Report – February 6-8, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

“’The Pandemic Didn’t Introduce Us To These Disparities’: Lt. Gov. Discusses Race And
COVID-19"
WKAR
Click here to read story
Reach: 32K

“Health department asks for patience during vaccinations”
Oceana County Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 25K

“Health department asks for patience during vaccinations”
Mason County Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 80K
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“Hope is on the horizon”
Antrim Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 3.7K

“Letter to the editor from the Central Michigan Health Department”
The Arenac County Independent
Click here to read story
Reach: 559

“COVID-19: US State Policy Report – February 10, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

“Progress is being made, patience will help”
Cadillac News
Click here to read story
Reach: 63.9K

“State: Multiple Options For Vaccine Sugn-Up"
WSJM
Click here to read story
Reach: 25K

“Letter to Editor-Health Department Vaccine Progress”
Clare County Cleaver
Click to read story here
Reach: 966

“KEVIN HUGHES: Be patient, hope on the horizon”
Manistee News
Click to read story here
Reach: 91

“Health officer: Be patient, hope on the horizon”
Big Rapids News
Click here to read story
Reach: 27K
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“Progress being made, but patience will help”
The Alpena News
Click here to read story
Reach: 519

“Letter to the Editor- Hughes"
Shoreline Media
Click here to read story
Reach: 109K

“COVID-19: US State Policy Report – February 13-16, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

“Letter: Hughes”
The Record Eagle
Click here to read story
Reach: 152K

“COVID-19: US State Policy Report – February 18, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

“Town Hall on COVID vaccine within communities of color set for Feb. 25”
The Daily Tribune
Click here to read story
Reach: 27K

“Town Hall on COVID vaccine within communities of color set for Feb. 25”
The Macomb Daily
Click here to read story
Reach: 146K
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“Town Hall on COVID vaccine within communities of color set for Feb. 25”
The Morning Sun
Click here to read story
Reach: 115K

“Town Hall on COVID vaccine within communities of color set for Feb. 25”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 273K

“Michigan program to help vaccine providers reach most vulnerable”
WNEM
Click here to read story
Reach: 336K

“New Program Aims to Remove Barriers to Vaccine for Older Adults”
Patch Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 11K

“Michigan adds 1,300 new COVID-19 cases today”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 500K

“New Pilot Program to Enhance state’s Vaccine Equity Strategy”
Big Rapids News
Click here to read story
Reach: 39K

“COVID-19: US State Policy Report – February 25, 2021”
The National Law Review
Click here to read story
Reach: 938K

MARCH

_____________________________________________
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“Michigan sees worrying spike in Covid-19 cases as state prepares to open mass vaccination
site”
CNN
Click here to read story

“Detroit readies mass COVID-19 vaccination site”
USA Today
Click here to read story

“Military personnel to assist at Detroit vaccination site”
The Washington Times
Click here to read story

“Ford Field vaccine site ‘a symbol of hope’ for southeast Michiganders, officials say”
MLive
Click here to read story

“Detroit’s Ford Field begins vaccine clinic transformation: What it’s like inside”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story

“Government leaders tour Ford Field COVID-19 vaccination site in Detroit”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story

“Here’s the entry procedure for the COVID-19 vaccination clinics at Detroit’s Ford Field”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story

“Gov. Whitmer to announce plans for Ford Field’s COVID-19 mass vaccination clinic”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story

“Ford Field makes final preparations, processing thousands of vaccines”
WJBK-TV
Click here to read story
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“Preparations underway at Ford Field”
MSN.com
Click here to read story

“U.S. races to distribute COVID vaccine as new hotspots emerge”
CBS News
Click here to read story

“Ford Field COVID-19 vaccination clinic registrations soar”
Crain’s Detroit Business
Click here to read story

“Ford Field to serve as state’s largest vaccine site”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story

“State Of Michigan Partners With FEMA/Other Agencies For Mass Vaccine Distribution At Ford
Field”
CBS Detroit
Click here to read story

“Ford Field COVID vaccination clinics draw 35,000 registrants in first 24 hours”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story

“Ford Field vaccination center to administer 6,000 additional doses per day”
WSYM-TV
Click here to read story

“Michigan sees worrying spike in COVID-19 cases as state prepares to open mass vaccination
site”
CNN
Click here to read story
Reach: 158M
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“Detroit readies mass COVID-19 vaccination site”
USA Today
Click here to read story
Reach: 56M

“Meijer Registers 110,000 People for FEMA, State of Michigan Mass Vaccination Clinics;
Schedules first 14,000 Appointments at Ford Field”
Yahoo! Finance
Click here to read story
Reach: 53M

“State's chief medical executive encouraging people to sign up for vaccine at Ford Field”
Yahoo! News
Click here to read story
Reach: 61M

“28,000 Michiganders receive COVID-19 vaccine in first days of Ford Field clinic”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.3M

“Michigan’s Dr. Khaldun helps administer COVID-19 vaccines at Ford Field”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.3M

“Ford Field vaccine site ‘a symbol of hope’ for southeast Michiganders, officials say”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.3M

“What's it like to get your COVID-19 shot at Ford Field? Freep reporter tells his story”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.2M
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“Ford Field to distribute more than 300K doses of Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson vaccines”
Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.1M

“‘I want to live’ -- Ford Field vaccine recipients share reasons for getting COVID shot”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.8M

“Gov. Whitmer to announce plans for Ford Field's COVID-19 mass vaccination clinic”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1M

“Whitmer announces Ford Field mass vaccination clinic plans”
WOOD-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 972K

“Ford Field COVID-19 vaccination clinic registrations soar”
Crain’s Detroit Business
Click here to read story
Reach: 490K

“110,000 people pre-register for COVID-19 vaccine site at Ford Field”
WJRT-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 403K

“Michigan's largest COVID-19 vaccine clinic set to open”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 340K
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“State’s Chief Medical Executive Administers Vaccines At Ford Field’s Site Opening”
WWJ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 309K

“Video: Mass vaccination site opens at Detroit's Ford Field — See What To Expect”
Deadline Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 297K

“Meijer shares news about the kickoff press conference at Ford Field and details to register for a
COVID-19 vaccine.”
Click here to view the post.
Reach: 1.5M

“National Guard holding a multi-county COVID-19 vaccination clinic at Delta College”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.3 million

“Workers setting COVID-19 vaccine appointments plead with people to answer phone”
WJRT-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 457,955

“COVID-19 vaccination event organizers: Please answer your phone”
WJRT-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 457,955

“Tri-county health departments team up with National Guard, Delta College for mass vaccination
event”
WNEM-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 336,815
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“Mid-Michigan residents missing COVID-19 vaccines by not answering their phones”
WNEM-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 307,728

“State issues urgent appeal for mid-Michigan residents to answer their phones”
WNEM-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 336,815

“Midland County preparing to vaccinate new priority groups”
WNEM-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 336,815

“More than a thousand vaccinated at Delta College clinic”
Midland Daily News
Click here to read story
Reach: 102,957

Phone interview with Kerry Ebersole Singh
WSGW-AM
Link to story unavailable
Reach: 24,059

“COVID-19 vaccination clinic opens at Ford Field”
Crain's Detroit Business
Click here to read story
Reach: 490K

Phone interview with Kerry Ebersole Singh
WEYI-TV
Link to story unavailable
Reach: 258,989
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“COVID-19 & beyond: Vaccines save lives”
MESSA Discover You
Click here to read story
Reach: Unknown

“Michigan woman on CDC committee involved in approving vaccines”
WXMI-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 631K

“Michigan woman on CDC committee involved in approving vaccines”
FOX 47 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 122K

“Michigan’s food, ag workers encouraged to register to receive COVID-19 vaccine”
Fruit Growers News
Click here to read story
Reach: 10.7K

“Food/ag workers encouraged to get COVID-19 vaccination in Michigan”
Vegetable Growers News
Click here to read story
Reach: 13.9K

“Veronica McNally- The Frank Beckmann Show”
Frank Beckhmann Show
Click here to read story
Reach: Unknown
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“Michigan’s food and agriculture workers encouraged to register to receive COVID-19 vaccine”
Michigan Farm News
Click here to read story
Reach: 13.9K

“Barring race from vaccine distribution will hurt Detroit — and rural Michigan | Opinion”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.7M

“COVID-19 vaccination event organizers: Please answer your phone”
ABC 12 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.2K

“State issues urgent appeal for mid-Michigan residents to answer their phone”
KCTV 5
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.7M

“State issues urgent appeal for mid-Michigan residents to answer their phone”
WNEM
Click here to read story
Reach: 336K

“Mid-Michigan residents missing COVID-19 vaccines by not answering their phones”
WNEM
Click here to read story
Reach: 336K

“Workers setting COVID-19 vaccine appointments plead with people to answer phone”
ABC 12
Click here to read story
Reach: 460K
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“Opinion: Keep kids healthy with vaccinations, safety measures”
Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 393

“Spotlight on the News: 1-year after COVID-19, where is MI on vaccinations & social services?”
WXYZ Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 885

“Oakland attorney dedicated to vaccine education, also sits on CDC board”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 69K

“Johnson & Johnson vaccine efficacy can’t be compared to Pfizer, Moderna”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 588

“Michigan mother works to raise vaccine awareness after losing baby to whooping cough”
FOX 2 Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 829K

“Michigan hosting next virtual town hall about COVID-19 vaccine for older adults Discussion to
focus on vaccine effectiveness, community access”
MDHHS
Click here to read story
Reach: 6.6M

“State to host town hall for older adults to answer questions about COVID-19 vaccine”
WXYZ Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1M
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“State to host town hall for older adults to answer questions about COVID-19 vaccine”
FOX 47 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 128K

“State to host town hall for older adults to answer questions about COVID-19 vaccine”
13 on Your Side
Click here to read story
Reach: 356K

“State to host town hall for older adults to answer questions about COVID-19 vaccine”
WXMI-TV/ FOX 17 West Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 631K

“Michigan virtual town hall to address COVID-19 concerns for older adults”
WKZO
Click here to read story
Reach: 33.6K

“Michigan virtual town hall to address COVID-19 concerns for older adults”
1450 WHTC
Click here to read story
Reach: 33K

“Michigan virtual town hall to address COVID-19 concerns for older adults”
WTVB-AM
Click here to read story
Reach: 66K
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“Michigan virtual town hall to address COVID-19 concerns for older adults”
WNWN-FM
Click here to read story
Reach: 6.9K

“Michigan virtual town hall to address COVID-19 concerns for older adults”
WKZO
Click here to read story
Reach: 20.7K

“Stateside: Pharmacists' role in vaccinations; Great Lakes sculpin; pandemic fatigue in 1918-19”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 223K

“Virtual Town Hall for Vaccine Questions”
WGRT
Click here to read story

“SMH selected for vaccine program”
The Daily Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.3K

“Island Resort and Casino potential exposure site”
The Mining Journal
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.7K

APRIL
TEDDY DORSETTE III RECEIVES HIS VACCINE AT FORD FIELD

______________________________________________
“Detroiter with hearing loss looks to set example for others by getting vaccinated”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
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Reach: 259,043

“7,500 more COVID-19 vaccine appointments available at Ford Field clinic through Monday”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.4M

“Walk-ins possible but may be long shot at Ford Field; interpreters for 130 languages on site”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 190,631

“Deaf man gets Covid-19 vaccine at Ford Field”
Daily Moth
Click here to read story
Reach: 6,903

GOV. WHITMER RECEIVEVES COVID-19 VACCINE

______________________________________________
“Whitmer gets COVID-19 vaccine alongside teen daughter”
Associated Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 8.6M

“Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer gets first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine at Ford Field,
urges teens to go next”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.3M

“Gov. Gretchen Whitmer gets first dose of COVID-19 vaccine at Ford Field”
The Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.2M
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NORTHERN MI PRESS CONFERENCE

______________________________________________
“Northern Michigan Outpaces Rest of State in Vaccine
Administration”
WWTV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 524K

“Health official: 'We are deeply concerned about the
B.1.1.7 variant'”
Petoskey News
Click here to read story
Reach: 129K

“Governor’s commission says 1 in 3 Northern Michigan
residents fully vaccinated”
WBKB-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 7,389

UPPER PENINSULA PRESS CONFERENCE

______________________________________________
“Protect Michigan Commission promotes vaccine awareness for teenagers and Native American
populations”
WLUC-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 286K

“Protect Michigan Commission introduces COVID-19 Student Ambassador program”
WPBN-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 165K
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“Commission focuses on vaccination access”
Mining Journal
Click here to read story
Reach: 3,831

FORD FIELD: 7,500 ADDITIONAL PFIZER VACCINES

______________________________________________
“Ford Field to Offer 7,500 More COVID-19 Vaccines Through Monday”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.4M

“Ford Field opening up 7,500 more Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine appointments Thursday-Monday”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.6M

“Vaccinations slowing in Michigan; Ford Field adds appointments as others take walk-ins”
Crain’s Detroit Business
Click here to read story
Reach: 645K

DMVA: 450 ADDITIONAL MODERNA VACCINES

______________________________________________
“Drive-thru COVID vaccines open to 18+ at Lakeside Mall on April 26”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.6M

“Extra Moderna vaccines at Lakeside Mall for walk-ups, drive-thru”
The Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.3M
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“Over 450 Moderna Vaccines Available at Lakeside Mall Monday”
Michigan Patch
Click here to read story
Reach: 18K

GRAND RAPIDS PRESS CONFERENCE

______________________________________________
“Whitmer urges residents to remain diligent as she gets second COVID-19 vaccine dose”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.6M

“Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer receives second dose of
COVID-19 vaccine”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.6M

“Teenage ambassadors from GRPS receive first dose of COVID-19 vaccine, encourage others
to do the same”
WZZM-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 421K

“Tigers star Miguel Cabrera signs on to promote COVID-19 vaccination efforts”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.6 million

“Miguel Cabrera encourages COVID vaccinations in Michigan: ‘Shots nowhere near as bad as
virus’”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.6 million
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“Tigers, Miguel Cabrera to help state promote COVID-19 vaccine”
Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.3 million

“Miguel Cabrera to serve as co-chair of Protect Michigan Commission to encourage COVID-19
vaccinations”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.6 million

“Tigers’ Cabrera named co-chair of Protect Michigan Commission”
WOOD-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 847,085

“Miguel Cabrera to serve as co-chair of Protect Michigan Commission to encourage COVID-19
vaccinations”
WXMI-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 631,546

“Miguel Cabrera selected to co-chair commission to boost vaccines”
WJBK-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 515,675

“Whitmer names Miguel Cabrera as co-chair of the Protect Michigan Commission”
WILX-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 446,434

“Tigers' Miguel Cabrera to help Michigan promote COVID vaccination”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 308,516
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“Whitmer names Miguel Cabrera as co-chair of vaccine commission”
WNEM-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 258,053

“Detroit Tiger Miguel Cabrera Becomes Co-Chair Of Protect Michigan Commission To Promote
COVID-19 Vaccination”
WWJ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 250,971

“Miggy, Gov. Whitmer link for vaccine push”
MLB.com
Click here to read story
Reach: 98,596

“Detroit Tigers' Miguel Cabrera to help Gov. Gretchen Whitmer encourage COVID-19 vaccines”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.4 million

“Gov. Whitmer Gets COVID Vaccine, All Residents 16
And Up Now Eligible”
WWJ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 309K

“Appointments for Johnson and Johnson COVID-19 vaccine will be available at Ford Field”
Click on Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 261K
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“In one county, Black and Latinx organizers are narrowing the COVID vaccine gap”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 360K

“COVID vaccine for kids edges closer to reality, as cases surge in Michigan”
Bridge Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 598K

“Kalamazoo pharmacist receives grant for 5,000 vaccines to serve vulnerable communities”
WWMT
Click here to read story
Reach: 188K

“ACCESS and Dearborn Fore Department selected to provide more equitable vaccine
distributions”
The Arab American News
Click here to read story
Reach: 54K

“ACCESS and Dearborn Fore Department selected to provide more equitable vaccine
distributions”
Arab American News
Click here to read story
Reach: 22K

“Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians to hold vaccination clinic Saturday in Lansing;
anyone over 18 is eligible”
Lasing State Journal
Click here to read story
Reach: 14K
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“Collaboration helps with COVID vaccination outreach with Black, Latino residents in
Washtenaw County”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.6M

“More than 43,000 of Michigan’s most vulnerable vaccinated as part of vaccine pilot”
WZZM 13
Click here to read story
Reach: 421K

“Pilot program helps more than 43k vulnerable Michiganders get COVID-19 vaccine”
FOX 17 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 631K

“Sermons, seminars and late-night clinics help vaccination efforts in Michigan’s Muslim and
Arab communities”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.6M

“Lansing opening COVID-19 vaccine clinic for Native residents this Saturday”
WILX
Click here to read story
Reach: 7.5K

“Vaccine pilot program targets 43,000 in underserved populations”
Crain’s Detroit Business
Click here to read story
Reach: 645K

“Vaccine pilot program targets 43,000 in underserved populations”
Lansing State Journal
Click here to read story
Reach: 386K
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“Cristo Rey Community Center Expanding COVID Vaccine Clinic Beyond State Pilot”
WILX 10
Click here to read story
Reach: 446K

“’Agency on Aging’ leads vaccine outreach for seniors”
Our Midland
Click here to read story
Reach: 122K

“Ford Field offering Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine starting Tuesday”
The Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.3M

“Ford Field offering Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine starting next week”
FOX 17 Online
Click here to read story
Reach: 631K

“Ford Field offering Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine starting next week”
WXYZ Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.6M

MAY

______________________________________________
“Starting Tuesday, Ford Field's mass COVID-19 vaccine clinic to switch to Johnson & Johnson”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.4M

“Teams hit the streets in Flint, Genesee County to get COVID-19 vaccine sign-ups”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.6M
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“Ford Field's COVID-19 vaccine clinic prepares to close Monday night”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.6M

“New partnership between Protect Michigan Commission, MDHHS and MTA aims to boost
Genesee County Covid vaccine enrollment”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.4M

“Dr. Mona gives Flint-area teens COVID-19 vaccine at Mott CC clinic”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.4M

“Live stream: Officials mark final day of mass COVID vaccination clinic at Ford Field”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.3M

“State falls short of goal as Ford Field vaccine clinic comes to an end”
Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.2M

“Protect Michigan Commission: We could reach 70% vaccinated in Michigan by July 4”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.6M

“MTA partners with Protect Michigan Commission for free rides to COVID-19 vaccine”
WJRT-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 551,189
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“Detroit-area workers can get a free $25 gift card if they get a COVID-19 vaccine at Clark Park
on Friday”
Detroit Metro Times
Click here to read story
Reach: 522,182

“Ford Field taking walk-ins for Johnson & Johnson and second dose Pfizer vaccinations through
May 17”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 360,523

“State Says Over 275,000 COVID-19 Vaccines Were Administered, As Ford Field Clinic Comes
To An End”
WWJ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 256,409

“400 Lansing-area restaurant, retail, hospital workers to receive free gift card for getting COVID19 shot on Thursday in Old Town”
WLNS-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 191,292

“Mott Community College, Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha push need to vaccinate teens”
Mid-Michigan NOW
Click here to read story
Reach: 98,551

“Ford Field ends COVID-19 Vaccine Clinic on Monday”
WCMU-FM
Click here to read story
Reach: 4,471
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“Detroit going door-to-door to promote neighborhood COVID-19 vaccination sites; Ford Field
opens to walk-ins”
Crain's Detroit Business
Click here to read story
Reach: 645,099

“Modest turnout on day one of Ford Field clinic offering Johnson & Johnson vaccine”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.6M

“New efforts aim to increase Detroit's COVID-19 vaccinate rate”
WXYZ Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.6M

“Starting Tuesday, Ford Field's mass COVID-19 vaccine clinic to switch to Johnson & Johnson”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 5M

“Detroit going door-to-door to promote neighborhood vaccination sites; Ford Field opens to
walk-ins”
Crains Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 645,099

“Ford Field opens for walk-ins: J&J one-shot and Pfizer second dose available to all”
Click on Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 2M

“Pace of Michigan vaccinations is slowing considerably”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 2M
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“Morning Briefing May 4, 2021: Ford Field now offering walk-in vaccinations, teen charged with
murder in fatal Sterling Heights car crash”
Click on Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 26M

“Ford Field taking walk-ins and offering Johnson & Johnson vaccine”
Fox2Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 11M

“New efforts aim to increase Detroit's COVID-19 vaccinate rate”
WXYZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 16M

“Detroit now paying $50 to anyone who convinces someone to get a vaccine”
Fox2Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 11M

“Ford Field taking walk-ins for Johnson & Johnson and second dose Pfizer vaccinations through
May 17”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 360,523

“Ford Field Now Accepting Walk-Ins For COVID-19 Vaccine”
62 CBS Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 250,971
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“Modest turnout on day one of Ford Field clinic offering Johnson & Johnson vaccine”
Click on Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 26M

“Islamic Center offering walk-in COVID-19 vaccines during Friday prayers”
Lansing State Journal
Click here to read story
Reach: 352,226

“WWJ-AM at May 13th 2021 6:00 AM”
Meltwater
Click here to read story
Reach: 263,800

“Public health leaders urging parents to protect adolescents with the COVID-19 vaccine”
Wilx
Click here to read story
Reach: 446,548

“COVID-19 vaccinations begin for kids as young as 12”
WoodTv
Click here to read story
Reach: 831,332

“Health officials urge parents to get their 12- to 15-year-old children vaccinated”
Wzzm13
Click here to read story
Reach: 389,170

“LIVE: Public health leaders urging parents to protect adolescents with the COVID-19 vaccine”
Wilx
Click here to read story
Reach: 446,548
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“COVID-19 vaccinations begin for kids as young as 12”
Wlns
Click here to read story
Reach: 191,292

“State: 2,000 more coronavirus cases, test positivity keeps dropping”
Wlns
Click here to read story
Reach: 3,979

“Status: 2,000 more cases of coronavirus, test positivity continues to drop – WOODTV.com”
Olt News
Click here to read story
Reach: 76,233

“Pediatrician: COVID-19 Vaccine Safe For Kids”
WSJM
Click here to read story
Reach: 25,262

“WWJ-AM at May 13th 2021 1:03 PM”
Meltwater
Click here to read story
Reach: 249,400

“Doctors, moms recommend COVID-19 vaccine to get kids ‘back to normal’ life”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“Public health leaders urging parents to protect adolescents with the COVID-19 vaccine”
WILX
Click here to read story
Reach: 446,548
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“Michigan medical officials urge parents to get COVID vaccinations for their 12-15 year olds”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 335,582

“State Urges Parents to Vaccinate 12-15 Year Old Children”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 335,582

“Dr. Mona’s daughters excited to receive Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine”
WNEM
Click here to read story
Reach: 289,134

“For kids seeking their normal lives, getting the COVID vaccine really is a shot in the arm”
Detroit Free Press
16 other outlets under the Detroit Free Press reporters
- Links expired, but had reach of 8,196,099
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“What You Need To Know About Kids Getting Vaccinated”
Detroit Today
Click here to read story
Reach: 74,900

“From TikTok to school clinics, Michigan ramps up young teen vaccinations”
Bride Magazine
Click here to read story
Reach: 759,447
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“Community members discuss COVID-19 vaccines and return to normality”
The Arab American News
Click here to read story
Reach: 22,197

“Missed Gov. Whitmer’s Press Conference? Here’s Her Update On The State’s Response To
COVID-19”
The Arab American News
Click here to read story
Reach: 18,751

“Dr. Joneigh Khaldun on Paul W. Smith Show”
The CW50
Click here to read story
Reach: 18,751

“MDHHS launches text message program to encourage residents to get vaccinated”
Fox 47 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 149,196

“MDHHS launches text message program to encourage residents to get vaccinated”
ABC 12 News
Click here to read story
Reach: 551K

“MDHHS launches text message program to encourage residents to get vaccinated”
FOX 17 West Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 699K
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“MDHHS announces new texting program to encourage COVID-19 vaccination”
WZZM 13
Click here to read story
Reach: 389K

“New text messaging program launched by MDHHS to encourage COVID-19 vaccination”
Macomb Daily
Click here to read story
Reach: 192K

“MDHHS launches new text messaging program to encourage COVID-19 vaccination”
WKZO
Click here to read story
Reach: 20.7K

“MDHHS launches new text messaging program to encourage COVID-19 vaccination”
WIN 98.5
Click here to read story
Reach: 7K

“MDHHS launches new text messaging program to encourage COVID-19 vaccination”
WTVB
Click here to read story
Reach: 56K

“MDHHS Sends Text Messages to See If You’ve Been Vaccinated”
CARS 108 | WCRZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 36.9K

JUNE

_____________________________________________
“How to register for Michigan’s COVID vaccine sweepstakes; $1M, $2M prizes up for grabs”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2M
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“Here are the prizes and rules for the MI Shot to Win vaccine sweepstakes”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1M

“MI Shot to Win Sweepstakes: Here’s Everything To Know”
WWJ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 196K

“Michigan COVID-19 vaccine sweepstakes is shot at $5M in cash prizes, scholarships”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“$5M cash, scholarships the rewards for Michigan’s new COVID-19 vaccine sweepstakes”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.1M

“Governor Whitmer to announce ‘MI Shot to Win Sweepstakes’ to promote vaccinations”
WLNS-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 181K

“Michigan launching $5M sweepstakes to boost vaccinations”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 281K

“Michigan launching $5M sweepstakes to boost vaccinations”
Associated Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 21.8M
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“Pro athletes and leagues are sometimes at odds over vaccines, much like the rest of America”
CNN
Click here to read story
Reach: 168.6M

“Why American Indians have some of the highest vaccination rates”
WOOD-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 831K

“Michigan launches $5 million sweepstakes to boost COVID vaccinations”
Crain’s Detroit Business
Click here to read story
Reach: 408K

“Michigan, partners announce ‘MI Shot To Win Sweepstakes’ for COVID-19 vaccinations”
WLUC-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 332K

JULY
______________________________________________
“Ohio vs Michigan: Which state's vaccine lottery
will spur more shots?”
Toledo Blade
Click here to read story
Reach: 474K

“Michigan is giving away millions to encourage vaccinations. Is it working?”
Yahoo! News
Click here to read story
Reach: 66M
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“3 metro Detroiters among first winners of 'MI Shot to Win sweepstakes”
WWJ Newsradio
Click here to read story
Reach: 5M

“Expecting mother, kitchen worker among Michigan’s latest sweepstakes winners”
MLive.com
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“10 more winners $50,000 richer in 'MI Shot To Win' COVID-19 vaccine lottery”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 3M

“More Michigan COVID vaccine sweepstakes winners
announced”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2M

“State to name winners in lottery aimed at boosting
COVID vaccinations”
Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“Get Caught Up: Who can enter Michigan’s COVID vaccine sweepstakes, how to sign up, prize
list, full details”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2M
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“Michigan's COVID-19 vaccine sweepstakes: these are the first winners”
WJBK-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.3M

“Michigan names 1st winners of 50k vaccination sweepstakes”
U.S. News and World Report
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.1M

“The impact of COVID vaccine incentives in Michigan: Are some more successful than others?”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.1M

“Gov. Gretchen Whitmer announces first four MI Shot to Win daily winners”
MSN.com
Click here to read story
Reach: 992K

“2nd round of 'MI Shot to Win Sweepstakes' winners to be announced Wednesday”
WXMI-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 575K

“‘MI Shot To Win’ Vaccine Sweepstakes Drawings Begin Tuesday”
WWTV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 558K

“Michigan vaccine lottery has first winners. But inoculation rates still flat.”
Bridge Magazine
Click here to read story
Reach: 550K
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“Delta variant threatens Michigan's progress against COVID-19. Get vaccinated.”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“COVID-19 virtual townhall to be held later this week”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 181,744

“MHHS holds COVID-19 vaccine town hall for parents and families”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 194,469

“Michigan Tribal Leaders Urge Members To Take COVID-19 Vaccine”
Radio Results Network
Click here to read story
Reach: 5,312

“Health official: Many still have questions, uncertainties about COVID-19 vaccines”
Petoskey News
Click here to read story
Reach: 158K

“TRIBAL WORKGROUP ENCOURAGES COVID VACCINATION”
Gongwer
Link unavailable
Reach: 14K

AUGUST

______________________________________________
“She's Now A Millionaire Because She Got Vaccinated”
National Public Radio
Click here to read story
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Reach: 42M

“Michigan weekly COVID-19 vaccinations starting to rise again”
Associated Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 8.5M

“Whitmer announces winner of state's $2M vaccine lottery prize”
WWJ Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.6M

“$2M winner, college scholarships announced in MI Shot to Win COVID-19 vaccine lottery”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.5M

“With more than 130K first covid shots in July, officials tout the success of the Michigan’s
vaccine lottery”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.5M

“Michigan COVID vaccine sweepstakes: Here are winners of $2 million prize, 8 $50k drawings,
9 scholarships”
WDIV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.2M

“6 more $50,000 winners in 'MI Shot To Win' COVID-19 vaccine sweepstakes, 1st from U.P.”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 3.9M
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“Kincheloe Cancer Survivor Wins ‘MI Shot to Win’ Daily Drawing”
WWTV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 528K

“Auchter's Art: What's holding Michigan back?”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 339K

“Michigan Gov. Whitmer touts 'outstanding success' of COVID-19 vaccine sweepstakes”
WJBK-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.5M

“Despite months of outreach and $5M in giveaways, Michigan still not 70% vaccinated. Will we
ever get there?”
WXYZ-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.2M

“Michigan weekly COVID-19 vaccinations starting to rise again”
U.S. News & World Report
Click here to read story
Reach: 1M

“Final ‘MI Shot to Win’ Winners Announced Short of Vaccination Goal”
WWTV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 554K

“Chippewa County woman chosen for $50K ‘MI Shot To Win Sweepstakes’ prize”
WLUC-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 427K
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“COVID-19 vaccinations in Michigan increase as delta variant creates new pandemic fears”
Crain’s Detroit Business
Click here to read story
Reach: 411K

“Youngsters key to Michigan herd immunity. But less than half have had shots”
Bridge Magazine
Click here to read story
Reach: 117,302

“Dollar General Stores in Michigan to Host Vaccine Clinics”
Bloomberg
Click here to read story
Reach: 36M

“New in Michigan today: Get your COVID-19 vaccine at the dollar store”
Radio.com
Click here to read story
Reach: 5M

“N.J. Schools to Mask Up; United Mandates Vaccines: Virus Update”
MSN.com
Click here to read story
Reach: 996,938

“COVID-19 vaccine arrives at some Michigan Dollar General stores”
WoodTv
Click here to read story
Reach: 824,779

“MDHHS to partner with Dollar General for vaccine clinics”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 288,879
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“COVID cases in Michigan up 64% in one week; Wayne County issues mask guidance; Labor
Day parade canceled (again)”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 288,879

“Florida Hits Record; JPMorgan, Amazon Mask Up: Virus Update”
MSN
Click here to read story
Reach: 107,365

“MDHHS partners with Dollar General for COVID-19 vaccine clinics in rural Michigan”
WXYZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 1M

“MDHHS partners with Dollar General for COVID-19 vaccine clinics in rural Michigan”
FOX 17 West Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 642K

“COVID-19 vaccine clinics to be in Dollar General stores in 9 Michigan counties”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“COVID-19 vaccine clinics to be in Dollar General stores in 9 Michigan counties”
MSN
Click here to read story
Reach: 996K
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“Michigan partners with Dollar General and SnapNurse for COVID vaccine clinics”
WKZO-AM
Click here to read story
Reach: 48,175

“Michigan partners with Dollar General and SnapNurse for COVID vaccine clinics”
WHTC
Click here to read story
Reach: 34.5K

“Michigan partners with Dollar General and SnapNurse for COVID vaccine clinics”
WIN 98.5
Click here to read story
Reach: 12.5K

“Michigan partners with Dollar General and SnapNurse for COVID vaccine clinics”
WTVB
Click here to read story
Reach: 69K

“After near-death experience with COVID-19, local mom urges vaccine”
WoodTv
Click here to read story
Reach: 35,525

“Vaccinating pregnant women ‘more urgent than ever,’ CDC says in recommending the shot”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“Here's where to get your 3rd booster shot in Michigan, and how to know if you need one”
Michigan Radio
Click here to read story
Reach: 339,346
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“Pfizer vaccine wins full approval. Will Michigan's hesitant take it now?”
Bridge Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 117,302

“Lonely Goodbye: Detroit pastors, funeral home director share stories of loss from COVID-19,
urge vaccinations”
WXYZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 1M

“Florida Hits Record; JPMorgan, Amazon Mask Up: Virus Update”
MSN
Click here to read story
Reach: 996K

SEPTEMBER

____________________________________________
“False information is more contagious than the virus.’ Chaldean doctors make push for
vaccinations”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“More than 150 Chaldean doctors sign on to letter urging their community to get the COVID-19
vaccine”
Telegram Newspaper
Click here to read story
Reach: 691

OCTOBER

______________________________________________
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“Pediatrician Welcomes Imminent Approval of COVID Vaccine for Kids 5-11 Amid Opposition to
Mask Mandates”
Democracy Now
Click here to read story
Reach: 624,245

“Here's how you can find upcoming COVID-19 vaccine clinics in your area”
WXYZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 1M

“Pediatrician Welcomes Approval of COVID Vaccine for Kids 5-11 Amid Opposition to Mask
Mandates”
Free Speech TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 32,481

“Who is left to be vaccinated against COVID-19, and why is it the toughest task yet?”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

NOVEMBER

_____________________________________________
“Children ages 5 to 11 now eligible for COVID-19 vaccine”
The Arab American News
Click here to read story
Reach: 29K

“MDHHS issues public health advisory urging masks as COVID-19 surges”
UP Matters
Click here to read story
Reach: 69K
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“Child Vaccinations Coming To GT County: Here’s How To Get An Appointment”
The Ticker
Click here to read story
Reach: 99K

“Rewards outweigh risks for ages 5-11”
The Macomb Daily
Click here to read story
Reach: 118K

“Doctors: Rewards outweigh risks for COVID vaccine for ages 5-11”
The Oakland Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 134K

“FDA permits COVID-19 booster shots for all U.S. adults”
Midland Daily News
Click here to read story
Reach: 136K

“Children ages 5-11 now eligible for COVID vaccine”
Midland Daily News
Click here to read story
Reach: 138K

“MDHHS advises mask mandate for all”
The Center Square
Click here to read story
Reach: 184K

“City Of Detroit Hosting Virtual Community Meetings On Streetscape Projects”
WWJ-TV | 62 CBS Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 184K
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“Michigan Health Officials Issuing Face Mask Advisory Ahead Of Holidays Due To Rise In Flu,
COVID-19 Cases”
WWJ-TV | 62 CBS Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 184K

“Michigan Health Officials Providing Safety Tips Ahead of Thanksgiving”
WWJ-TV | 62 CBS Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 184K

“Michigan Hosting Virtual COVID-19 Vaccine Town Hall Nov. 18 For Parents, Families”
WWJ-TV | 62 CBS Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 184K

“Michigan health department issues face mask advisory for holiday season”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 222K

“Michiganders ages 5 to 11 now eligible for COVID-19 vaccine”
WLNS
Click here to read story
Reach: 224K

“MDHHS issues masking advisory for holiday season”
WNEM
Click here to read story
Reach: 245K

“Michiganders ages 5 to 11 now eligible for COVID-19 vaccine”
KPVI News
Click here to read story
Reach: 248K
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“Face mask advisory issued for Michigan for indoor gatherings”
WEYI
Click here to read story
Reach: 267K

“Michigan Department of Health issuing mask advisory for Holiday season”
WBND-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 280K

“MDHHS panel weighs in on kid COVID vaccines”
WLUC-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 338K

“MDHHS will issue face mask advisory for the holiday season due to rise in cases of flu and
COVID-19”
WLUC-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 338K

“MDHHS issuing Face Mask Advisory for Holiday Season”
WWTV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 414K

“Holiday-gathering return as covid cases climb again”
Crain’s Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 419K
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“State health agency advises indoor mask wearing, not mandating it amid COVID, flu surge”
Crain’s Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 419K

“MDHHS urges parents to vaccinate children”
WWTV-TV
Click here to read story
Reach: 451K

“Michigan Dept. Health issuing face mask advisory for holiday season”
WNDU
Click here to read story
Reach: 460K

“Michigan children ages 5-11 now eligible to receive vaccine”
WILX
Click here to read story
Reach: 466K

“Parents working to get COVID shots for younger kids”
WILX
Click here to read story
Reach: 466K

“Child COVID vaccine are available in Michigan. Now comes the hard part.”
Bridge Michigan
Click here to read story
Reach: 475K

“Face mask advisory issued for holiday season due to rise in flu, COVID-19 cases.”
WILX
Click here to read story
Reach: 493K
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“Kalamazoo health department, pharmacies offer COVID-19 vaccine to kids as young as 5”
WWMT
Click here to read story
Reach: 531K

“West Michigan parents say COVID vaccine for ages 5-11 will provide new freedoms”
WWMT
Click here to read story
Reach: 531K

“Watch: MDHHS issues mask advisory for holiday season as COVID-19 cases rise”
WXMI
Click here to read story
Reach: 706K

“MDHHS, White House say 10% of 5-11 year old kids are vaccinated”
WXMI
Click here to read story
Reach: 706K

“Michigan hosts town hall regarding children’s COVID-19 vaccine”
WXMI
Click here to read story
Reach: 706K

“Doctors and public health leaders urge parents to vaccinate 5-11"
WOOD TV 8
Click here to read story
Reach: 743K

“Health departments start taking COVID-19 vaccine appointments for kids"
WOOD TV 8
Click here to read story
Reach: 743K
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“Vaccines for children 5-11: Where to get the shots, when local school mask mandates expire
and more”
WXMI
Click here to read story
Reach: 706K

“City of Detroit urges parents to get young children vaccinated. But will they listen?”
Metro Parent
Click here to read story
Reach: 828K

“Spectrum rises to ‘red status’ state issues mask advisory as COVID-19 surges"
WOOD TV 8
Click here to read story
Reach: 828K

“CDC panel recommends COVID-19 vaccine for younger children"
DNYUZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 995K

“How to get a COVID shot for your kid"
DNYUZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 995K

“Michigan health officials issue face mask advisory until further notice"
WTHR
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.03M
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“New chief medical exec says vaccinating 5 to 11 year-olds key to limiting school outbreaks"
FOX 2 Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.1M

“State issues public health advisory encouraging everyone 2 and up to wear masks indoors"
WXYZ Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.1M

“CDC endorses first Covid-19 vaccine for kids 5-11"
MSN
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.1M

“CDC Panel Recommends Covid-19 vaccine for younger children"
MSN
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.1M

“Michigan issues face mask advisory regardless of vaccination as COVID-19 surges"
FOX 2 Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.1M

“Where Michigan stands with COVID-19 heading into Thanksgiving"
FOX 2 Detroit
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.1M

“State expecting a rise in RSV cases among kids; here’s what to look out for & how to stay safe"
WXYZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.2M
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“What will it take to go from a pandemic to an endemic in Michigan"
WXYZ
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.2M

“Michigan health officials hold town hall to answer parents’ questions about COVID vaccine and
kids"
WDIV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.6M

“Michigan health officials: Face masks recommended at all indoor gatherings amid COVID
surge"
WDIV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.6M

“Michigan health officials work to get parents the facts on COVID vaccines for children"
WDIV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.7M

“Michigan prepares to vaccinate kids 5-11 against COVID starting this week"
WDIV
Click here to read story
Reach: 1.7M

“Kids 5-11 can now get Pfizer’s COVID vaccine"
Med Page Today
Click here to read story
Reach: 2M
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“Michigan health leaders urge parents to vaccinate younger kids against COVID"
The Detroit News
Click here to read story
Reach: 2.4M

“Gobble, gobble. Cough, cough. How to celebrate Thanksgiving without spreading COVID-19"
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 3.8M

“Public health advisory for Michigan’ amid COVID-19 surge: Wear a mask”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 3.8M

“CDC give final clearance to Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine for kids 5-11”
The Boston Globe
Click here to read story
Reach: 4M

“CDC committee OK’s Pfizer’s COVID vaccine for kids ages 5-11. How to get on in Michigan”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.2M

“Michigan kids ages 5-11 are already getting COVID-19 vaccines: How to find appointment”
Detroit Free Press
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.2M

“Michigan issues mask advisory as COVID-19 cases rise to worrying levels”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.6M
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“Kalamazoo County sets end date for school mask mandate, offers COVID-19 vaccinations to
children 5 to 11 years old”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.9M

“Michigan doctors recommend COVID-19 vaccine for children ‘without hesitation’”
MLive
Click here to read story
Reach: 4.9M

“Michigan announces indoor mask advisory for everyone 2 and older as holidays approach”
Breitbart
Click here to read story
Reach: 5.1M

“Michigan Department of Health and Human Services issues face mask advisory”
Audacy | WWJ
Click here to read story
Reach: 727K

“MI Issues Public Health Advisory, Encourages Face Mask Indoors”
Michigan Patch
Click here to read story
Reach: 14M

“Michigan health agency, doctors urge COVID vaccine for kids”
Chron
Click here to read story
Reach: 15M
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“Michigan urges masking indoors, vaccines as COVID-19 surges”
Chron
Click here to read story
Reach: 15.5M

“Michigan urges masking indoors, vaccines as COVID-19 surges”
SFGate
Click here to read story
Reach: 15.7M

“CDC Recommends COVID-19 Vaccine for Younger Children”
TIME Magazine
Click here to read story
Reach: 15.9M

“Michigan urges masking indoors, vaccines as COVID-19 surges”
SFGate
Click here to read story
Reach: 17.7M

“Michigan health agency, doctors urge COVID vaccine for kids”
AP News
Click here to read story
Reach: Unknown

“CDC Recommends COVID-19 Vaccine for Younger Children”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 64M

“Health department to begin 5-11 year-old vaccination clinics Friday, Nov. 5”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 64M
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“How to Get a COVID Shot for Your Kid”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 64M

“Ingham County to begin vaccinating children ages 5-11 for COVID-19 on Thursday”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 64M

“Michigan kids ages 5-11 are already getting COVID-19 vaccines: How to find appointment”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 64M

“U.S. gives final clearance to COVID-19 shots for kids 5 to 11”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 64M

“Doctors continue to urge youth vaccinations amidst rising COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 66M

“How to celebrate Thanksgiving without spreading COVID-19”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 66M

“Public health advisory for Michigan amid COVID-19 surge: Wear a mask”
Yahoo News
Click here to read story
Reach: 66M
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APPENDIX D:

REPORT TO GOVERNOR GRETCHEN WHITMER
GRASSROOTS EFFORTS & SURROGATE INTERVIEWS

GRASSROOTS EFFORTS
Protect Michigan Commission (“the Commission”) needed a strong community effort to ensure
that every Michigander had access to the vaccine. When the vaccine had limited availability
early in 2021, the Commission began creating a network of community partners, which included
faith leaders, nonprofits, the business community, local health departments and community
foundations. What started as a handful of surrogates willing to speak about the vaccine quickly
grew to become a dynamic group of individuals committed to lending their voices to the
community effort. “Leave no stone unturned” was the mantra of the Commission street
canvassers as they went neighborhood to neighborhood, door-to-door, educating as many
Michiganders as they could about the vaccine and how it would benefit their communities and
them. The canvassers scheduled more than 22,000 vaccine appointments on the spot and
continued their efforts through November 2021.

Community Outreach

Using the Social Vulnerability Index (SVI), the Commission designed a program using field
crews to work with community partners from across the state to assist with community outreach.
These community groups employed individuals who would disseminate door hangers,
informational cards and flyers at homes, public housing, outside banks and credit unions,
grocery stores, strip malls and check cashing businesses. If the residents needed assistance
making an appointment, the crews were able to sign them up using the individual’s cell phone. A
phone bank program was designed to reach Michiganders (primarily seniors) who might answer
their phone if they are unable to make it to the door.
Members of the faith-based community, in addition to medical (urgent care) facilities,
barbershops and beauty salons, offered to educate their members and patrons about the safety
and effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccine. The Council of Baptist Pastors hosted 505 mobile
clinics in its churches and offered COVID-19 tests and the COVID-19 vaccine. Barbers and
beauty technicians not only shared vaccine materials, but they talked to all their customers
about the importance of getting the vaccine and assisted them in making an appointment.
Cities covered: Detroit, Grand Rapids, Jackson, East Pointe, Albion, Battle Creek, Taylor,
Benton Harbor, Berrien County, Highland Park, Warren, Kalamazoo, Saginaw, Inkster, Ecorse,
Redford, Kent County, Berrien County, Muskegon Heights, and Hamtramck.
By the numbers
Doors knocked

275,429

Pieces of literature distributed

256,000

Direct contacts (door-to-door, events, small
businesses)

386,873

Michiganders reached by phone banks

13,400
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Vaccine appointment sign-ups in real time

22,464

Recorded video testimonials

56

Community partners

28

Community Partners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albion Community Foundation
AWAKE Inc. (Kent County)
Battle Creek Community Foundation
Community Support Fund
Council of Baptist Pastors – SE Michigan
Detroit Associations of Black Organizations
Detroit Council of Political Education
Detroit NAACP
NAACP affiliates
Detroit Urban League
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Urban League affiliates
New Era
First Presbyterian Church – Lansing
Grand Rapids Urban League
Greater Grace Temple Detroit/Taylor
Union Missionary Baptist Church
Healthy Kidz
Prince of Peace Baptist Church
World Outreach campus – Saginaw
Greater Coleman Temple Ministries
Smith Group: Community Building and Diversity
Vision of Wisdom
Kent County COVID Taskforce
Wayne State University
Wayne County Community College District
More than 120 book clubs, co-ops and neighborhood associations

Senior Outreach
Reaching Michigan seniors was a priority for the community outreach teams. Recognizing this
population was especially vulnerable and may not have the tools available to find the vaccine,
the Commission partnered with organizations to deliver vaccine information to them. When
Covid-19 restrictions were lifted, it allowed the Commission to do more direct contact canvasing and visiting senior facilities, adult living care centers and assisted living centers, as
well as going door to door in neighborhoods with high senior populations. Many of the
community partners utilized their own resources to reach and educate their subscribers and
members about the vaccine.
The Commission’s faith-based team partnered with churches to promote the vaccine during
virtual services, bible studies and parking lot services that were being held across the state.
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This team also kept church partners up to date on guidelines issued by Governor Whitmer,
MDHHS and the CDC to ensure the congregations knew the importance of such guidance to
their families, their friends and them. The Commission created and promoted “Vaccine
Sundays.” The Commission’s faith-based team and neighborhood canvassers promoted
MDHHS mobile testing sites and vaccination sites that operated in many of the partner
churches.
Organizations that distributed food to members of communities in need became valuable
community partners that utilized their own resources to promote the vaccine. New Era Detroit,
known for grocery giveaway events that reach more than 1,000 families, has a robust
neighborhood canvass program in place and joined the Commission’s effort. New Era Detroit,
along with the Commission, helped guide seniors to sign up for a vaccine appointment.
Transportation to and from vaccine appointments was also arranged for seniors.

Millennials

Generation Z, Millennials, and young adults alike, were a population of Michiganders that the
Commission wanted to reach. Although this group was eager to get back to their social routines,
they were also vaccine hesitant. Unique and engaging pieces of content were created to reach
Generation Z and Millennials.
To address these issues, three videos were created in a conversational mini-series format that
addressed the questions, concerns and perspectives of young adults as they had dinner,
weekend brunch and a haircut – all activities they could not participate in while Michigan was on
pause. The Commission partnered with medical professionals and representatives from
Michigan and the groups had very honest conversations about the COVID-19 vaccine, including
debunked misinformation about the vaccine.
Notable faces in the videos:
- Lt. Governor Garlin Gilchrist
- Epidemiologist – Dr. Debra Furr-Holden
- Chief Public Health Officer – City of Detroit, Denise Fair
- Dr. Jeremy & Dr. Jermaine Hogstrom (2M+ Tik Tok followers)

SURROGATE INTERVIEWS
JANUARY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Horace Sheffield/Rev. Dr. Rodney Tolbert – Vaccine // January 9
Horace Sheffield/Wayne County Treasurer Eric Sabree // January 14
Adolph Mongo/Rev. Bland // January 16
The Mildred Gaddis Show/105.9 FM Dr. Joneigh Khaldun // January 17
The Mildred Gaddis Show/105.9 FM Dr. Herbert Smitherman // January 24
Mason in the Morning/107.5 FM Dr. Angela Newsome // January 28
Minister Jahal Iasha/Channel 38//Howard Wheeler // January 28

FEBRUARY
•

WB After Dark/Vaccine Mario Morrow // February 1
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mark Lee Show In The Conference Room Garibali // February 7
Feed Back with Theo Broughton/Monday: 9:00-10:00 am // February 8
The Billy Jones Show Billy Jones - Host/Wednesday: 10:00-11:00 am // February 10
Jim Holley Show/Word Network // February 10
Welfare Rights Host: Maureen Taylor Tommy Stallworth (TEN)/Friday: 10:00- 11:00 am
// February 12
Get Up Stand Up Show! Host: Min. Malik Shabazz/Saturday 8:00-10:00 am // February
13
WB After Dark/Vaccine Guest Joe Holman Small Business Owner // February 17
MEA Guest Tommy Stallworth RDTF // February 19
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update/Dr. William Stanford // February 21
Steve Hood Facebook Live /Vaccines /Joann Miller // February 22
Mark Lee Show In The Conference Room Rev. Sheffield, Bishop Vann, Rev Coleman //
February 24
Real Talk with Rev. Horace Sheffield - Tommy Stallworth // February 25
Mark Lee Show Small Talk/RDTF Members // February 28
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update/TBD // February 28
Black and White/Vaccines/Guest Dr. Lynn Smitherman // February 20 [if the date of
February 20 is correct, move this entry after the February 19 entry]

MARCH
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Black and White/Vaccine Ford Field/March 6/A. Mongo
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update/March 7/Dr. Jimmy Womack
Real Talk with Horace Sheffield/Open Line – Get Your Shot/March 13
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update/March 14//Mario Morrow
Mark Lee Show In The Conference Room/March 16/Business RoundTable
Mason in the Morning/What’s New? Getting Back to Normal//March 18/Callers Debate
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update/March 21/Governor Whitmer
Spotlight on The News with Chuck Stokes/March 21/Kerry Ebersole
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update/ March 28/Kerry Ebersole

APRIL

In Black and White/Vaccine Ford Field
• April 3 Commissioner Aisha Bell
• April 10 Detroit City Council Member Andre Spivey
• April 24 Pastor Solomon Kinloch
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update
• April 4 Dr. William Sharp
• April 11 Bishop Edgar Vann
• April 18 Warren Evans
• April 25 Dr. Amy Parker
Real Talk with Horace Sheffield/Open Line – Get your Shot
• April 10 Detroit City Council Member James Tate
• April 24 Rev. Joseph Bland
Mason in the Morning/What’s New? Getting Your Vaccine NOW!
• Open Lines Conversation April 8, April
Spotlight on The News with Chuck Stokes
• April 25 Warren Evans

MAY
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Adolph Mongo Show/Vaccine
• May 1 Vaccine Discussion Open Line
• May 8 Mario Morrow
• May 22 Rev. Steve Bland
• May 29 Open Line “Are We There Yet?”
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update
• May 2 Sandra Gregory – Nurse
• May 9 Dr. Curtis Ivery WCCCD
• May 16 Dr. Ken Massey
• May 23 Angela Kennedy
• May 30 Michael Points
Real Talk with Horace Sheffield/Open Line – Vaccine
• May 9 Teen Panel
• May 16 Janice Milhouse-Smith
• May 23 Rev. Jim Holley
Mason in the Morning/The Latest on Vaccination
• Open Line Conversation
• May 11 OL Callers
• May 17 OL Callers

JUNE

The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update

•

June 6 Dr. James Howard

• June 13 Bishop Edgar Vann and Assistant Pastor Mitch James
• June 20 First Lady Kim Young
• June 27 Nurse Practitioner Janice Loving
Real Talk with Horace Sheffield/Open Line – Vaccine
• June 5 Mister Milik X
• June 19 First Lady Allison Johnson
Mason in the Morning/The Latest on Vaccination
• Open Line every Monday and Wednesday to discuss vaccine sites
In Black and White
• June 12 Dr. Otis Samir Hamadeh
• June 26 Dr. Curtis Ivery
True That Podcast
• June 16 Andy Peoples
The Word Network
• The Word Network is opening [Is “opening” the correct word here?] supporting the
vaccine and vaccine sites. This month the talk show hosts discuss CVS, Kroger, Detroit
and Oakland Health Department sites, as well as Meijer’s.
In the Conference Room
• June 14 Thomas Andrews

JULY

The Mildred Gaddis Show/Vaccine Update
• July 11 Jeff Paxton
• July 19 Matt Harrow
Real Talk with Horace Sheffield/Vaccine
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• July 12 Dr. Nate Olson
• July 20 Jason Mixon
Mason in the Morning/Vaccine Update Live Reads
In Black and White
• July 3 Karen Wilson
• July 10 Iris Tate
Horace Sheffield Word Network
• July 14 James Yopp and Rev. Nicole Foster
Jimmy James in the Night Podcast Open Line
The RJ Watkins WHPR
• July 20 Mario Morrow
• July 22 Maxine Willis

AUGUST
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mason in the Morning/Vaccine Update Live Reads
Justin’s Moment/Podcast/Maceo Tillis/Dr. J. Bland/Kevin Young
Rev. Jim Holley Show/Guests: Charlene Powell and John Evans
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Weekly Commentary/Guests Odell Williams/Howard
Tillman/Wilson Rowes
“My Why” WXYZ, ADEL MEDIA, Michigan Chronicle Podcast, The Rev. Horace
Sheffield Show and Telegram News Interviews
In Black and White – Live Reads using our talking points – Guest Soja Ford
The Word Network – Live Reads Daily – Guest Justin Miller
Talk with Horace Sheffield/Vaccine Update Weekly
The Brandon Brice Show Guest: Mario Morrow, Jr., Young People and COVID-19
Harold George Knocks – Adel Network-Live Reads
Horace Sheffield Word TV Network
The RJ Watkins Show WHPR Rev. Bobby Howard/Dr. Carlos Jones/Minister Micah
Lowell

SEPTEMBER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rev. Dr. Jim Holley Show/Guests: Charlene Powell and John Evans
Mason in the Morning/Vaccine Update Live Reads
The Mildred Gaddis Show/Weekly Commentary/Guests: Roy Thomas, Rev. Tyrone
Watson, Amy Inis
In Black and White – Live Reads using our talking points – Guests: Mario Morrow,
James Folmar
The Word Network – Live Reads Daily – Guests: Paul Kilso, Lane Powell
By Any Means Necessary– Guests: Ian Owens, Jason Yopp
Talk with Horace Sheffield/Vaccine Update Weekly
Who’s Talking Now? – Talk Radio – Guests: Mimi Jackson, Alan Wilcox
Horace Sheffield Word TV Network Guests: Rev. Myles Hummes, Community Activist
Charles Tower
The RJ Watkins Show WHPR Guests: Rev. Marvin Miller, Taylor George

OCTOBER
•
•
•

Mason in the Morning/Vaccine Update Live Reads weekly
Talk with Horace Sheffield/Vaccine Update Weekly Larry Newson, Bradley Carson
RJ Watkins Show WHPR Guests: Allison Howard, Marcia Wright
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Mildred Gaddis Show/Weekly Commentary/Guests: Reggie Hartsfield (COVID-19
survivor), Joey Hutchinson (Funeral Homeowner), Mario Morrow Sr. (Canvassing)
Telegram News – Gina Stewart Column – It’s OK to Fist Bump
WXYZ Interview Jennifer Floyd Preparing for Vaccine for Young Children
Flashpoint WDIV Vaccines for Kids/Mask Mandates Panel Discussion (Supplied Talking
Points)
Behind the Byline/Kristin Shamus – We Lived It Podcast
In Black and White – Live Reads using our talking points – Guests: John Wilson, Janice
Shaw, Kevin Toles
The Word Network – Live Reads Daily – Guests: Rev. Steve Bland, Liberty Temple
Michigan Chronicle Article Council of Baptist Pastors Tap into Momentum After Vaccine
Campaign
Horace Sheffield Word TV Network Guests: Shelia Powell, Shaun Dixon, Harold Meeks

NOVEMBER
• The Mildred Gaddis Show/Weekly Commentary/Guests: Bernard Jackson, Dr. Wendy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Howard
The Word Network – Live Reads Daily
Horace Sheffield Word TV Network Guests: Wilson Lowell
Real Talk: Live Reads on Getting the Vaccine
Inside and Out Podcast: Used our Talking Points for conversation starters
In Black and White with Mongo Guests: Larry Newson, Paul Knotts
The RJ Watkins Show WHPR Guests: Rev. Kevin Owens, Michael Biles, Janice Brown
Open Season Podcast: Used our talking points for live reads
WHPR: Talk show hosts were required to use our talking points and encourage listeners
to use common sense during the holidays
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APPENDIX F:
REPORT TO GOVERNOR GRETCHEN WHITMER
MEETING AGENDAS

MEETINGS
February 26, 2021
Full meeting link
Welcome- Kerry Ebersole Singh, Special Advisor, Protect Michigan Commission
Opening Remarks & Updates on the Numbers- Dr. Joneigh Khaldun, M.D. Chief Medical
Executive and MDHHS Chief Deputy for Health
A Look Ahead- MDHHS Director Elizabeth Hertel
Stakeholder Workgroup Report- Eli Isaguirre, Protect Michigan Commission
Updated Materials & Planning- Darice Darling, external affairs & communications, MDHHS

March 26, 2021
Full meeting link
Welcome & Meeting Overview- Kerry Ebersole Singh
Opening Remarks from Lt. Governor Gilchrist
MDHHS Updates- MDHHS Director Elizabeth Hertel
Stakeholder Workgroups Report
Eli Isaguirre, PMC
Dr. Alexis Travis, Staff Manager, Seniors Workgroup
Julie Cortwright, Staff Manager, Veterans Workgroup
Communications Materials & Paid Media- Darice Darling, MDHHS
Next Steps & Call to ActionMario L. Morrow Sr., CEO, Mario Morrow & Associates, LLC
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April 23, 2021
Full Meeting link
Welcome & Meeting Overview- Kerry Ebersole Singh
Opening Remarks from Lt. Governor Gilchrist
Update on the Numbers & Vaccines- Dr. Joneigh Khaldun, MDHHS
Research Presentation- Kerry Ebersole Singh
Stakeholder Workgroups Report- Eli Isaguirre, PMC
Communications Update- Darice Darling, DHHS

May 21, 2021
Full Meeting link
Welcome & Meeting Overview- Kerry Ebersole Singh
Opening Remarks from Lt. Governor Gilchrist
Update on the Numbers & Vaccines- MDHHS Director Elizabeth Hertel
Remarks on Pfizer Vaccine for Michiganders Ages 12 to 15+
Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, Protect Michigan Commission Co-Chair
Research Presentation- Michael Simon, Zencity
Partnerships, Innovations, and Incentives
Brian Calley, Protect Michigan Commission Co-Chair
Justin Winslow, Michigan Restaurant & Lodging Association
Eva A. Garza Dewaelsche, Protect Michigan Commission Co-Chair & Chair of Latin X
Workgroup
Communications Update- Darice Darling, MDHHS
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June 18, 2021
Full Meeting Link
Welcome & Meeting Overview- Kerry Ebersole Singh
Update on Vaccines & Recommendations- Dr. Joneigh Khaldun, MDHHS
Big Picture Strategy & Media Campaign, Darice Darling, MDHHS
Community Engagement, Mario Morrow
Michigan Association of United Ways, Mike Larson

July 16, 2021
Full Meeting link
Welcome & Meeting Overview- Kerry Ebersole Singh
Update on the Numbers, Vaccines and Orders
Dr. Sarah Lyon-Callo, Director of the Bureau of Epidemiology & Population Health, MDHHS
SBAM Outreach & Communications Program
Brian Calley, President
MI Shot to Win Sweepstakes
Communications Update- Darice Darling, MDHHS
Remarks from Lt. Governor Gilchrist

August 20, 2021
Full Meeting Link

Welcome & Meeting Overview- Kerry Ebersole Singh
Update on the Numbers, Vaccines and Recommendations- Elizabeth Hertel, Director,
MDHHS
Mobile Clinic Program Update- Nicole Hudson, Heather Kevnick, Mario Morrow Jr.
MI Shot to Win Sweepstakes
Millennial Messaging- Mario Morrow Jr.
Communications Update- Laura Blodgett, MDHHS
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September 17, 2021
Full Meeting link
Welcome & Meeting Overview- Kerry Ebersole
Update on the Numbers & Vaccines & Recommendations- Dr. Joneigh Khaldun, MDHHS
Communications Update- Laura Blodgett, MDHHS
Remarks from Lt. Governor Gilchrist
Update on President Biden Announcement
Jessica Brousseau, Deputy Director, Federal Affairs, Office of Governor Whitmer

October 8, 2021
Full Meeting Link
Welcome & Meeting Overview- Dr. James Bell III
Dr. Natasha Bagdasarian Introduction
Update on the Numbers & Vaccines & Recommendations- Dr. Alexis Travis, MDHHS
Ruthanne Sudderth, Michigan Health & Hospital Association, PMC appointee
Norm Hess, Michigan Association for Local Public Health
Communications Update- Laura Blodgett, MDHHS
Neighborhood Canvassing Team Update- Mario Morrow

November 12, 2021
Full Meeting link
Welcome & Meeting Overview- Dr. James Bell III
Opening Remarks from Lt. Governor Garlin Gilchrist
Update on the Numbers & Vaccines & Recommendations- Dr. Alexis Travis, MDHHS
Vaccination Plan for 5-11 year old kids, Terri Adams, MDHHS
Communications Update- Amy Miller, MDHHS
SBAM Update, Brian Calley, SBAM
MAUW Update, Mike Larson & Robin Grinnell, MAUW
Message from Governor Whitmer
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